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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we are going to develop a theory of Buchsbaumness in
Rees algebras and graded rings associated to a certain class of ideals in
Cohen]Macaulay rings.
Let A be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring with maximal ideal m. Let
d s dim A G 1. Assume the field Arm is infinite. Let t be an indetermi-
nate over A. For an ideal I in A we put
w x w xR I s A It : A t ,Ž .
w y1 x w y1 xR9 I s A It , t : A t , t ,Ž .
and
G I s R9 I rty1R9 I ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
which we call the Rees algebra, the extended Rees algebra, and the
associated graded ring of I, respectively. Then as is well known, the
Ž .canonical morphism Proj R I “ Spec A that is the blowing-up of A with
center I plays a very important role for the analysis of singularities. In this
Ž .paper we will also explore the Cohen]Macaulayness of Proj R I , but most
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of our interests shall be concentrated in the analysis of certain properties
Ž . Ž .of Spec R I , naturally inherited from those of the algebra R I .
Let I be an m-primary ideal in A and let Q be a minimal reduction of
I. Hence Q is generated by d elements and Q : I with I nq1 s QI n for
Žw x. Ž .some n G 0 NR . Let e A denote the multiplicity of A with respect toI
I. Then we have the inequality,
m I F e A q d y l ArI ,Ž . Ž . Ž .A I A
Ž Ž . Ž .here for an A-module E, m E , and l E denote the number ofA A
.generators for E and the length of E, respectively , in which the equality is
Žattained to if and only if m I s mQ, or equivalently m I : Q cf. Lemma
Ž .. Ž .2.1 . We say that the ideal I possesses minimal multiplicity if m I sA
Ž . Ž .e A q d y l ArI . Hence the maximal ideal m in A has minimalI A
multiplicity if and only if A has maximal embedding dimension in the
w xsense of Sally S1 .
Suppose that I is an m-primary ideal in A possessing minimal multiplic-
ity. The main purpose of this paper is to find conditions on I under which
Ž . Ž .the rings R I and G I are Buchsbaum. To explicitly state the results we
need further notation. For a moment let R s [ R be a Noetherianng Z n
Z-graded ring and assume that R contains a unique graded maximal ideal,
i Ž . Ž .say M. We denote by H ) i g Z the ith local cohomology functor ofM
w i Ž .xR relative to M. For each graded R-module E and n g Z let H EM n
i Ž .denote the homogeneous component of the graded R-module H E ofM
Ž .degree n. Then if R s 0 for n - 0 and E is a finitely generated gradedn
w i Ž .x Ž .R-module, we have H E s 0 for all n 4 0 and i g Z; so we defineM n
ia E s sup n g Z H E / 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5i M n
and we call it the ith a-invariant of E. When dim E s s, we denoteR
Ž . Ž . Ž w Ž .x.a E simply by a E and we call it the a-invariant of E cf. GW, 3.1.4 .s
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let R s R I , R9 s R9 I , and G s G I . Let M and N denote the
unique graded maximal ideals of R and R9, respectively. Then our main
results on Buchsbaumness in R and G are summarized into the following
two theorems.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.1 . Let Q s a , a , . . . , a be a minimal reduction of I1 2 d
and let f s a t for 1 F i F d. Then the following fi¤e conditions are equi¤a-i i
lent.
Ž .1 G is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž . q Ž2 The elements f , f , . . . , f of R form a d -sequence on G. See1 2 d
Ž . q .Proposition 5.1 for the notion of d -sequence.
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Ž .3 R9 is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž . 3 2 i Ž . w i Ž .x w i Ž x4 I s QI and H G s H G q H G for all i FM M yi M 2yi
d y 1.
Ž . 3 2 i Ž . w i Ž .5 I s QI and H R9 s H R9 for all i F d.N N 2yi
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .When this is the case, a G F 2 y d, I G s I R9 s l I rQI , and thereA
are natural A-isomorphisms
i iq1 i iH G ( H R9 and H G ( H R9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M N M Nyi 1yi 2yi 2yi
for all i F d y 1.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.2 . With the same notation as Theorem 1.1 , assume d G 2.
Then the following three conditions are equi¤alent.
Ž .1 R is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž .2 G is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž . 3 2 i Ž . w i Ž .x3 I s QI and H R s H R for all i F d.M M 2yi
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .When this is the case, I R s I G s l I rQI , the fiber cone S sA
Arm m R is a Buchsbaum ring, and there are natural A-isomorphismsA
i iq1 i iH G ( H R and H G ( H RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M Myi 1yi 2y1 2yi
for all i F d y 1.
Here let us briefly recall the definition of Buchsbaum rings or more
generally that of Buchsbaum modules. The notion of a Buchsbaum module
is a generalization of a Cohen]Macaulay module. It was introduced by
w xStuckrad and Vogel SV1 and for a detailed theory the readers mayÈ
w xconsult their monumental book SV2 . Let A denote a Noetherian local
ring with maximal ideal m and let E be a finitely generated A-module of
dim E s s.A
Ž . Ž w x.DEFINITION 1.3 Stuckrad and Vogel SV2, Chap. I . Our module EÈ
is said to be a Buchsbaum A-module if it satisfies one of the following
equivalent conditions.
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 The difference l ErQE y e E is independent of the choiceQA
Ž .of a parameter ideal Q for E, which we denote by I E and we call the
Buchsbaum invariant of E.
Ž .2 For any system a , a , . . . , a of parameters for E and for any1 2 s
integer 1 F i F s, one has the equality
a , . . . , a E: a s a , . . . , a E: m .Ž . Ž .1 iy1 i 1 iy1
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Ž .3 Every system a , a , . . . , a of parameters for E forms a d-se-1 2 s
w xquence on E in the sense of Hunecke Hu , that is, the equality
a , . . . , a E: a a s a , . . . , a E: aŽ . Ž .1 iy1 i j 1 iy1 j
holds for all integers 1 F i F j F s.
i Ž . Ž .Let E be a Buchsbaum A-module. Then m ? H E s 0 for all i / sm
Ž i Ž .here H ) stands for the ith local cohomology functor of A relative tom
.m and we have the following formula
sy1
s y 1 iI E s ? l H E 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý mAž /i
is0
Ž . Žw Ž .x.for the Buchsbaum invariant I E SV2, Chap. I, 2.6 . The A -modulep
 4 ŽwE is the Cohen]Macaulay for all p g Supp E _ m SV2, Chap. I,p A
Ž .x. i Ž . Ž .1.11 , because the local cohomology modules H E i / s are finite-m
dimensional vector spaces over Arm.
We say that A is a Buchsbaum ring if A is a Buchsbaum module over
itself. Cohen]Macaulay local rings A are the Buchsbaum rings with
Ž .  4I A s 0. The punctured spectrum Spec A _ m is a Cohen]Macaulay
scheme if A is a Buchsbaum local ring.
Let R s [ R be a Noetherian Z-graded ring possessing a uniqueng Z n
graded maximal ideal M. Then we roughly say that R is a Buchsbaum ring
if the local ring R is Buchsbaum and when this is the case, we denoteM
Ž . Ž .I R simply by I R . If R is a Buchsbaum ring, the local ring R isM p
 4 Ž w Ž .Ž .x.Cohen]Macaulay for all p g Spec R _ M cf., e.g., GW, 1.1.3 2 .
Hence R is a Buchsbaum ring if and only if the local rings R arep
Buchsbaum for all p g Spec R.
This paper aims at a systematic way of approach toward the theory of
Buchsbaum Rees algebras. Let us explain where the motivation has come
from. Our research on Buchsbaumness in Rees algebras dates back to the
w xpaper GS of the author and Shimoda, where they first investigated the
Ž . Ž .ring-theoretic properties of R m for Cohen]Macaulay local rings A, m .
Ž .They gave criteria for R m to be a Cohen]Macaulay andror Gorenstein
ring in connection with the corresponding ring-theoretic properties of
Ž . Ž .G m . By virtue of the criteria they showed that R m is a
Cohen]Macaulay ring if dim A G 2 and A is a Cohen]Macaulay local
ring of maximal embedding dimension. Later their criterion for
Ž .Cohen]Macaulayness in R m was greatly generalized by Trung and
w x ŽIkeda TI to that of Rees algebras associated to ideals in local rings see
w x .Ikeda I for a generalization of the criterion for the Gorenstein property .
Nowadays these results are recognized as a part of the general theory of
Žw x.Rees algebras associated to filtrations of ideals GN and it is now fairly
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Ž .easy and so, in some sense routine to handle the Cohen]Macaulay and
ŽGorenstein properties of Rees algebras and graded rings cf., e.g.,
w x.GNN1]GNN3 . For the Buchsbaum property we also have several re-
w xmarkable researches. For instance, the author showed in G2 that the
Ž .rings G Q are Buchsbaum for all parameter ideals Q in Buchsbaum local
w xrings A. Subsequently Stuckrad St pointed out this remains true for ReesÈ
Ž . w x Ž .algebras R Q . In G1 it was proved that the associated graded ring G m
Ž . Ž . Ž .is Buchsbaum if A, m is a Buchsbaum local ring with m m s e A qA m
Ž . Ždim A q I A y 1 when Arm is infinite, the equality is equivalent to
2 .saying that m s Qm for some minimal reduction Q of m . The research
w x w xG1 was succeeded by G3 , where one finds more general conditions on
Ž .A under which G m is a Buchsbaum ring.
However, in the theory of Buchsbaum Rees algebras and associated
graded rings the progress remains tardy. Perhaps this is caused for the lack
of practical criteria for Buchsbaumness in Rees algebras, such as
w xTrung]Ikeda's theorem TI for Cohen]Macaulayness. In addition, as far
w xas the author knows, except G1]G3, and St we lack references even
though the ideals considered are limited within m-primary ones. From this
Ž . Ž . Žpoint of view our Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and other related results as
.well may have some significance, providing a new approach toward the
Ž . Ž .theory of Buchsbaum Rees algebras R I and graded rings G I .
Let us explain how to organize this paper. In Section 2 we summarize
Ž . Ž .preliminaries on R I and G I for m-primary ideals I of minimal
multiplicity, which we need throughout this paper. Also we give some basic
Ž . Ž .results on Cohen]Macaulayness and on Gorensteinness in R I and G I
Ž .in Section 2. In Section 3 we study the Cohen]Macaulayness of R I in
Ž .connection with that of Proj R I and the negativity of the invariants
Ž Ž ..a R I 's as well. Cohen]Macaulay local rings A in which all the m-i
primary ideals possess minimal multiplicity are special. We give in Section
Ž .4 a characterization of this kind of local rings. Buchsbaumness in R I and
Ž .G I in the case where dim A s 1 is also explored in Section 4.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Our proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 will gyrate with condition 2 in
Ž .Theorem 1.1 as its axis. First, in Section 5 we compute the local
i Ž Ž .. i Ž Ž .. Ž .cohomology modules H R I and H G I i g Z under the assump-M M
Ž . q Ž .tion that the elements f , f , . . . , f of R I form a d -sequence on G I .1 2 d
Ž .As a consequence of the computation we show that R I is a Buchsbaum
Ž . Ž ..ring if dim A G 2 and the ring G I is Buchsbaum Corollary 5.11 .
Ž .Second, in Section 6 we prove that G I is a Buchsbaum ring if and only if
q Ž . Ž Ž ..f , f , . . . , f is a d -sequence on G I Theorem 6.1 . In Section 7 the1 2 d
i Ž Ž ..local cohomology modules H R I are recomputed under the assump-M
Ž .tion that R I is a Buchsbaum ring, and thanks to the recomputation we
Ž . Ž .are finally able to see that G I is a Buchsbaum ring if so is R I
Ž Ž ..Theorem 7.12 . The proof of the equivalence of the other conditions rest
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Ž . Ž .in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and are performed by the end of Section 8. In
Section 9 we give a couple of examples to illustrate our theorems.
In what follows, let A denote a Cohen]Macaulay local ring with
maximal ideal m and d s dim A G 1. We always assume that the residue
i Ž . Ž .class field Arm of A is infinite. Let H ) i g Z stand for the ith localm
cohomology functor of A with respect to m. Otherwise specified, for a
given Noetherian Z-graded ring R s [ R with a unique gradedng Z n
maximal ideal M and a given finitely generated graded R-module E, we
simply denote dim E and depth E by dim E and depth E,R M R M R RM M
respectively.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Ž .Let I be an m-primary ideal in A and let Q s a , a , . . . , a be a1 2 d
Ž . Ž . Ž .minimal reduction of I. Let R s R I , R9 s R9 I , G s G I , and S s
Arm m R. Hence dim R s dim R9 s d q 1 and dim G s dim S sA r m
d. Let M denote the unique graded maximal ideal in R and let f s a ti i
for 1 F i F d. The purpose of this section is to summarize some basic
results on R and G that we need throughout this paper.
w xTo begin with we note the following. This is known by Chuai C but let
us give a brief proof for completeness.
Ž . w x.LEMMA 2.1 2 . The following assertions hold true.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m I F e A q d y l ArI .A I A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 m I s e A q d y l ArI if and only if m I s mQ.A I A
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Recall that e A s e A s l ArQ and that m I l Q s mQI Q A
Žw x.NR . Let E s IrQ. Then by the standard exact sequence 0 “ QrmQ
Ž . Ž . Ž .“ Irm I “ Erm E “ 0 we have m I s d q m E . Hence m I FA A A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e A q d y l ArI , because m E F l E and l E s l ArQ yI AA A A A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l ArI s e A y l ArI . The equality m I s e A q d y l ArII A IA A A
Ž . Ž .holds if and only if m E s l E , that is m I : Q, or equivalentlyA A
m I s mQ.
Assume that the ideal I has minimal multiplicity. Then m I s mQ by
Ž . n nLemma 2.1 and so we have m I s mQ for all n g Z. Hence m R s
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .m R Q . Let C s RrR Q hence C s 0 if n F 0 . Then as m C s 0 ,n
we get a commutative diagram
0 “ R Q “ R “ C “ 0Ž .
2.2Ž .5x x
0 “ P “ S “ C “ 0
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Ž .with exact rows, in which P s Arm m R Q and the vertical maps areA
canonical epimorphisms. Recall that P is a polynomial ring in d variables
over the field Arm and that S is a module-finite extension of P. Then
w x Ž .by a theorem of Hochster Ho the bottom row in 2.2 is split, so that we
have
S ( P [ C 2.3Ž .
as graded P-modules.
Ž .Let N be the unique graded maximal ideal in R Q . Then as P is a
Ž . i Ž . i Ž .polynomial ring, by 2.3 we get H S ( H C for i F d y 1 andM N
d Ž . d Ž . d Ž . Ž .H S ( H P [ H C . On the other hand, because R Q is aM N N
Ž . Ž .Cohen]Macaulay ring of dim R Q s d q 1, from the top row in 2.2 the
i Ž . i Ž .isomorphisms H R ( H C for i F d y 1 and the exact sequenceM N
d Ž . d Ž . dq1Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..0 “ H R “ H C “ H R Q follow. Because a R Q s y1M N N
Ž . Ž w Ž Ž .x w Ž .x.and a P s yd cf. GN, Part II, 3.3 and GW, 3.1.6 , summarizing
these observations, we have
Ž . Ž . w i Ž .x w i Ž .x w i Ž .xPROPOSITION 2.4 . 1 H R ( H C ( H S for all iM n N n M n
F d y 1 and n g Z.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 a R s a C s a S if i F d y 1.i i i
Ž . Ž .  Ž . 43 a S s max a C , yd .d
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . 44 a R F a C F max a R , y1 .d d d
Ž . Ž . LEMMA 2.5 . 1 Let I / Q. Then dim C s d and min depth C ,P P
4depth S G 1.
Ž . 22 G is a Cohen]Macaulay ring if and only if I s QI. When this is the
Ž . Ž .case, a G s 1 y d if I / Q and a G s yd if I s Q.
Ž .3 depth R s depth G q 1 if d G 2.
Ž . Ž . 0 Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 We have C / 0 because I / Q. As H R s 0 , byM
Ž .Ž . 0 Ž . 0 Ž . Ž .Proposition 2.4 1 we get H C s H S s 0 , whenceN M
 4 Žmin depth C , depth S G 1. The element f is actually C-regular. InP d
n n Ž .fact, let x g I with n G 1 and assume f ? xt g R Q . Then a x g a Ad d d
nq1 n n .l Q s a Q whence x g Q . To see that dim C s d, it suffices tod P
check dim C G d. This is clear for d s 1. Let d G 2 and assume that ourP
assertion is true for d y 1. Let A s Ara A, m s mra A, I s Ira A,d d d
and Q s Qra A. Then Q is a reduction of I with m I s mQ. Hence thed
ideal I has minimal multiplicity so that from the hypothesis on d we see
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .dim C I G d y 1, where C I s R I rR Q and P s Arm m R Q .P A
Ž .As C I is naturally a homomorphic image of Crf C , we get dim Crf Cd P d
G d y 1. Thus dim C G d because f is C-regular.P d
Ž . w Ž .x2 The if part is due to VV, 3.1 . Let G be a Cohen]Macaulay ring.
n ny1 w Ž .x 2Then Q l I s QI for all n g Z by VV, 2.7 , while I : Q as
I 2 : m I s mQ. Hence I 2 s QI. The last assertion now follows from the
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Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž w Ž .x.equality a G s a Gr f , f , . . . , f G y d cf. GW, 3.1.6 , because1 2 d
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž Ž . . .a Gr f , f , . . . , f G s 1 resp., a Gr f , f , . . . , f G s 0 if I / Q1 2 d 1 2 d
Ž .resp., I s Q .
Ž . 2 Ž .3 If G is Cohen]Macaulay, then I s QI by 2 so that the ring R
Ž w Ž .x.is Cohen]Macaulay cf. GS, 3.10 . The equality depth R s depth G q 1
w xis due to HM in the case where G is not Cohen]Macaulay.
If the ring S is not Cohen]Macaulay, then I / Q and depth R s
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .depth S s depth C by Proposition 2.4 1 . As d G 2 by Lemmas 2.5 1
Ž .Ž .and 2.5 2 we get depth R s depth G q 1. Hence
Ž .COROLLARY 2.6 . Suppose S is not a Cohen]Macaulay ring. Then
depth R s depth S s depth C s depth G q 1.
Ž .  < nq1 n4Let r I s min n G 0 I s QI and call it the reduction number ofQ
I with respect to Q.
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.7 . The following four conditions are equi¤alent.
Ž .1 S is a Cohen]Macaulay ring.
Ž .2 depth R G d.
Ž .3 depth G G d y 1.
Ž .4 C is P-free.
Ž Ž .When this is the case, a S s r I y d.Q
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. 1 m 2 m 4 . See Proposition 2.4 1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 m 3 . This follows from Lemma 2.5 3 .
Ž . Ž Ž . . ŽTo check the last equality, note a S s a Sr f , f , . . . , f S y d cf.1 2 d
w Ž .x. Ž Ž . .  < n ny1GW, 3.1.6 . Then as a Sr f , f , . . . , f S s max n G 0 I › QI1 2 d
n4 Ž Ž . . Ž .q m I , via Nakayama's lemma we get a Sr f , f , . . . , f S s r I .1 2 d Q
Ž . Ž .Thus a S s r I y d.Q
Ž .COROLLARY 2.8 . G is a Cohen]Macaulay ring if and only if S is a
Ž .Cohen]Macaulay ring and a S F 1 y d.
Ž .Ž . Ž .Proof. See Lemma 2.5 2 and Proposition 2.7 .
Ž wWhen d s 1, R is a Cohen]Macaulay ring if and only if I s Q cf. GS,
Ž . Ž .x.3.10 or 4.6 . As for the case where d G 2 we note the following
Ž .THEOREM 2.9 . Suppose d G 2. Then the following four conditions are
equi¤alent.
Ž .1 R is a Cohen]Macaulay ring.
Ž .2 G is a Cohen]Macaulay ring.
Ž .3 S is a Cohen]Macaulay ring possessing maximal embedding di-
mension.
Ž . 24 I s QI.
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When this is the case, for all n G 0 we ha¤e the equalities
d q n y 1 d q n y 2nm I s q mŽ .A ž / ž /d y 1 d y 1
and
d q n d q n y 1nq1l ArI s l q m ,Ž .A ž / ž /d d
Ž . Ž . Ž .where l s l ArI and m s l IrQ s m I y d.AA A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 m 2 m 4 . This follows from Lemma 2.5 2 and 3 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 m 3 . By Proposition 2.7 we may assume S is Cohen]Macaulay.
Let M s S . Then S has maximal embedding dimension if and only ifq
2 Ž .M s f , f , . . . , f M , and the latter condition is equivalent to saying1 2 d
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .that a Sr f , f , . . . , f S F 1. So the equivalence 2 m 3 follows from1 2 d
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .Corollary 2.8 , because a Sr f , f , . . . , f S s a S q d.1 2 d
Ž . ‘ Ž . nLet us check the last equalities. Let H G, l s Ý l G l be thens0 nA
w Ž . .xHilbert series of G. Note Gr f , f , . . . , f G s IrQ and1 2 d 1
w Ž . .x Ž . 2Gr f , f , . . . , f G s 0 for all n G 2, as I s QI. Then we get1 2 d n
Ž . Ž . Ž .d ŽH G, l s l q ml r 1 y l recall the sequence f , f , . . . , f is G-reg-1 2 d
.ular . Hence
d q i y 1 d q i y 2i iq1l I rI s l q m for i G 0,Ž .A ž / ž /d y 1 d y 1
so that
l ArI nq1Ž .A
n
d q n d q n y 1i iq1s l I rI s l q m if n G 0.Ž .Ý A ž / ž /d d
is1
Ž . Ž . Ž .dBecause H S , l s 1 q ml r 1 y l , we have
d q n y 1 d q n y 2nm I s q m for n G 0.Ž .A ž / ž /d y 1 d y 1
Ž .COROLLARY 2.10 . Suppose A is a Gorenstein ring. Then G is a
Cohen]Macaulay ring. If d G 2, R is a Cohen]Macaulay ring too.
Proof. We may assume I / Q. Then I s Q: m , because Q : I : Q: m
ŽŽ . . 2and l Q: m rQ s 1. We will show I s QI. Let a, b g I and writeA
ab s Ýd a c with c g A. Then for each x g m we get xab g Q2is1 i i i
Ž 2 2 2 . d 2because m I s mQ : Q . Therefore Ý a ? xc g Q and so xc g Qis1 i i i
for all 1 F i F d. Hence c g Q: m s I so that I 2 s QI. The last assertioni
Ž .Ž . Ž .follows from Lemma 2.5 2 and Theorem 2.9 .
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Let us add a few remarks on the Gorenstein property of R and G. For a
Ž . Ž .given Cohen]Macaulay local ring B, n of dim B s n we put r B s
Ž n Ž .. Ž .l Ext Brn, B . If B is not necessarily local, we put r B sBB
Ž .sup r B and we call it the Cohen]Macaulay type of B.p g Spec B p
Ž . 2PROPOSITION 2.11 . Suppose I s QI. Then the Cohen]Macaulay type
Ž .r G of G is gi¤en by the formula
¡r ArI q m I y d , if I / m ;Ž . Ž .A~r G s m I y d , if I s m / Q;Ž . Ž .A¢1, if I s m s Q.
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.Proof. Recall r G s r G cf. AG where M is the graded maximalM
ideal in G. On the other hand, because the sequence f , f , . . . , f is1 2 d
Ž w Ž .x. Ž . Ž Ž . .G-regular cf. VV, 2.1 , we have r G s r Gr f , f , . . . , f G andM 1 2 d
Ž . Ž . Ž .the isomorphism Gr f , f , . . . , f G s G IrQ as well. Thus r G s1 2 d
Ž Ž .. Ž .r G IrQ . Let V denote the socle of G IrQ s ArI [ IrQ. Then V s
Ž .I: m rI [ IrQ if I / m , V s IrQ if I s m / Q, and V s Arm if
Ž . Ž .I s m s Q, from which the formula follows because l IrQ s m I yAA
d.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.12 . G is a Gorenstein ring if and only if either 1 I s Q
Ž . Ž .and A is a Gorenstein ring or 2 I s m and m m s d q 1.A
Ž .Proof. The assertion follows from Proposition 2.11 . Note A is a
Gorenstein ring if so is G.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.13 . R is a Gorenstein ring if and only if either 1 d F 2,
Ž . Ž .I s Q, and A is a Gorenstein ring or 2 d s 3, I s m , and m m s 4.A
ŽProof. We may assume d G 2 recall that I s Q if d s 1 and if R is a
. w Ž .xCohen]Macaulay ring . Then thanks to Ikeda's theorem I, 3.7 R is a
Ž .Gorenstein ring if and only if G is a Gorenstein ring of a G s y2, so
Ž .Ž . Ž .that the assertion follows from Lemma 2.5 2 and Corollary 2.12 .
We close this section with the following examples. Let k be an infinite
field.
Ž . ww 4 3 2 2 3 4 xxEXAMPLE 2.14 . Let A s k X , X , X Y , XY , Y be the subring
ww xxof the formal power series ring k X, Y over k in two variables X and Y.
Ž 4 3 3 4. Ž 4 4. 3 2Let I s X , X Y, XY , Y A and Q s X , Y A. Then I s QI , m I
s mQ, and depth G s 0. Hence depth R s depth S s depth C s 1, so
that the ring S cannot be Cohen]Macaulay.
3 2 Ž 4 4 .Proof. It is routine to check that I s QI and m I : Q. As X t, Y t
2 2 y1 Ž .? X Y : t R9, we see depth G s 0. Hence by Proposition 2.7 S is not
Ž .a Cohen]Macaulay ring and by Corollary 2.6 depth R s depth S s
depth C s 1.
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Ž . ww 2 2 2 xxEXAMPLE 2.15 . Let A s k X , Y , Z , XY, YZ, ZX in the formal
ww xx Ž 2 2 2 .power series ring k X, Y, Z . Let I s X , Y , Z , XY, YZ A and Q s
Ž 2 2 2 . 3 2X , Y , Z A. Then I s QI and m I s mQ. The ring S is
Cohen]Macaulay and depth R s depth G q 1 s 3. Hence R is not Co-
hen]Macaulay. The scheme Proj R is not Cohen]Macaulay, because
2 Ž .H G is not a finitely generated G-module.M
Proof. It is routine to check that I 3 s QI 2 and m I : Q. We will show
2 2 Ž 2 2 .that X t, Z t form a G-regular sequence. It is enough to see X , Z l
n Ž 2 2 . ny1 Ž w Ž .x. 2 Ž 2 2 .I s X , Z I for all n G 2 cf. VV, 2.7 . Note I s X , Z I q
2 Ž 2 2 . 2 Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 2 . 2Y m. Then we have X , Z l I s X , Z I q X , Z l Y m ,
Ž 2 2 . 2 Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 2 . 2 2Ž 2 2 .whence X , Z l I s X , Z I as X , Z l Y m : Y X , Z .
Let n G 3 and assume that our equality holds true for n y 1. Then
n ny1 Ž 2 2 . n Ž 2 2 . ny1 Ž 2 2 . 2 ny1I s QI so that X , Z l I s X , Z I q X , Z l Y I .
Ž 2 2 . 2 ny1 2wŽ 2 2 . ny1 xAs X , Z l Y I s Y X , Z l I , from the hypothesis on n
Ž 2 2 . 2 ny1 2Ž 2 2 . ny2 Ž 2 2 . nwe see X , Z l Y I s Y X , Z I . Thus X , Z l I s
Ž 2 2 . ny1 Ž .X , Z I so that depth G G 2. Hence by Proposition 2.7 S is a
Cohen]Macaulay ring. As XY 2Z g I 2 but XZ f I, Y 2 t is a zero divisor
Ž .Ž .in G. Therefore depth G s 2 and depth R s 3 by Lemma 2.5 3 . If
2 Ž .H G were a finitely generated G-module, every subsystem f , g ofM
Žw Ž .homogeneous parameters for G must be a G-regular sequence STC, 2.5
Ž .x. 2and 2.11 , which is impossible because Y t is a zero divisor in G.
2 Ž .Because the finite generation of H G is equivalent to theM
Žw Ž . Ž . Ž .xCohen]Macaulayness of Proj G STC, 2.5 , 2.11 , and 3.8 ; recall that I
.is m-primary , we have Proj G cannot be Cohen]Macaulay. Hence Proj R
is not Cohen]Macaulay as well.
Ž . wEXAMPLE 2.16 . Let n G d G 2 be integers and let R s k X , X ,1 2
x Žn.. . . , X be the polynomial ring in d variables over k. Let S s R denoted
the Veronesean subring of R with order n. We put M s S and A s S .q M
Ž n n n.Let Q s X , X , . . . , X A and I s Q q WA, where W s S s1 2 d dy1
R . Then I 2 s QI and m I s mQ. The ring R is Cohen]Macaulay,nŽdy1.
d s dim A, and
n y 1
m I s d q .Ž .A ž /d y 1
Ž .Proof. The ring S is Cohen]Macaulay with dim S s d and a S s y1
Ž w Ž .x. w Ž n n n. x Ž .cf. GW, 3.1.1 . Hence Sr X , X , . . . , X S / 0 but1 2 d dy1
w Ž n n n. x Ž . 2Sr X , X , . . . , X S s 0 for i G d. Therefore I s QI and m I : Q1 2 d i
Ž .so that by Theorem 2.9 R is a Cohen]Macaulay ring. We get
n y 1
m I s d q ,Ž .A ž /d y 1
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Ž . Ž . Ž . w Ž nbecause m I s d q m IrQ and m IrQ s dim Sr X ,A A A k 1
n n. x w Ž n n n. xX , . . . , X S s dim Rr X , X , . . . , X R .2 d dy1 k 1 2 d nŽdy1.
Ž . Ž .The typical example satisfying condition 2 in Theorem 2.13 is as
follows.
Ž . ww xxEXAMPLE 2.17 . Let R s k X, Y, Z, W be the formal power series
Ž .ring and A s Rr XY y ZW . Let x, y, z, and w denote, respectively, the
Ž .reductions of X, Y, Z, and W mod XY y ZW . Then dim A s 3 and
2 Ž .m s x, y, z y w m. Hence the maximal ideal m in A has minimal
Ž . Ž .multiplicity with m m s 4, so that R m is a Gorenstein ring.A
Ž .3. COHEN]MACAULAYNESS IN Proj R I AND THE
Ž Ž ..NEGATIVITY OF a R I Si
w xAs is explored in KN , at least in the case where dim A is small, the
Ž Ž ..negativity of a R I s gives some influence on the Cohen]Macaulaynessi
Ž .in R I . We shall also discuss this phenomenon in our context. Let I be
an m-primary ideal in A possessing minimal multiplicity. We maintain the
same notation as is given in Section 2. We begin with the following.
Ž . nq1 nTHEOREM 3.1 . Suppose that I s m I for some n G 0. Then Proj R
is a Cohen]Macaulay scheme.
w Ž .xProof. By K, 2.13 it suffices to check that a , a , . . . , a is a d-1 2 d
p Ž .sequence on I for all p G n q 2. Let Q s a , a , . . . , a for 0 F i F d.i 1 2 i
First, we will show that Q l I p s Q I py1. In fact, as I p s m I py1 si i
mQ py1 and Q l Q py1 s Q Q py2, we see Q l I p : Q Q py2 l mQ py1i i i i
py2 py1 Ž Ž . .: mQ ? Q s Q I note that G Q is a polynomial ring . Hencei i
Q l I p s Q I py1 for 0 F i F d. Let 1 F i F j F d be integers and choosei i
x g I p so that a a x g Q I p. Then x g Q l I p s Q I py1 whencei j iy1 iy1 iy1
a x g Q I p, and thus a , a , . . . , a is a d-sequence on I p.j iy1 1 2 d
Ž . ww xxEXAMPLE 3.2 . Let k X, Y be the formal power series ring in two
ww 5 4variables over an infinite field k and a s k X , X Y ,
3 2 2 3 4 5 xx ww xx Ž 5 4 4 5.X Y , X Y , XY , Y in k X, Y . Let I s X , X Y, XY , Y A and
Ž 5 5. 4 3Q s X , Y A. Then I s QI and m I s mQ. The ring R is not
Ž . 3 2Cohen]Macaulay by Theorem 2.9 because I / QI , while Proj R is a
Ž . 3 2 3 2Cohen]Macaulay scheme by Theorem 3.1 because I s m I . As X Y
Ž 10 10. 3 2 3f I but X , Y ? X Y : I , depth G s 0. Hence depth R s depth S
Ž . Ž .s 1 by Corollary 2.6 and Proposition 2.7 .
Ž . Ž .Let N be the unique graded maximal ideal in R Q . We note a R s
Ž w Ž .x.y1 cf. GN, Part II, 3.3 .
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Ž . Ž . 1 Ž .LEMMA 3.3 . 1 H R is a finitely generated R-module and m ?M
1 Ž . Ž .H R s 0 .M
Ž . 0 Ž . 1 Ž . Ž . Ž .2 H C s H C s 0 if a R - 0.N N 1
Ž . Ž .3 I s Q if d s 1 and a R - 0.1
Ž . 1 Ž .Proof. 1 The second assertion follows from the embedding H RM
1 Ž . Ž Ž ..: H C cf. 2.2 . To see the first one we may assume A is complete.N
Ž . Ž .Let K be the graded canonical module of R. Then 0 : K s 0 asR R R
Ž w Ž .x.dim RrP s d q 1 for all P g Ass R cf. V, 1.7 . Let E s End KR R
i Ž .and apply the functors H ) to the exact sequence 0 “ R “ E “ ErRM
0 Ž . 1 Ž . 1 Ž .“ 0. Then H ErR ( H R as depth E G 2. Thus H R is aM M R M
finitely generated R-module.
Ž . Ž . Ž2 and 3 . Let f s a t. Then f is a nonzero divisor on C cf. proof ofd
Ž .Ž ..Lemma 2.5 1 . Let C s Crf C. Then by the exact sequence 0 “
f
0 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .C y1 “ C “ C “ 0, we get the embedding H C : H C y1 .N N
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .Hence a C F a C q 1. Note a C s a R resp., a C F0 1 1 1 1
 Ž . 4. Ž . Ž Ž ..max a R , y1 if d G 2 resp., d s 1 cf. Proposition 2.4 . In addition1
Ž . Ž . Ž .we see a C F y1 so that a C F 0. Because C s 0 for n F 0, this1 0 n
0 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .forces H C s 0 whence H C s 0 . Assertion 3 is clear.N N
First we note the following result in the case where dim A s 2.
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.4 . Suppose d s 2. Then
Ž . 1 Ž .1 H S is a finitely generated S-module.M
Ž . Ž .2 S is a Cohen]Macaulay ring if a R - 0.1
Ž . Ž .3 R is a Cohen]Macaulay ring if and only if a R - 0 for alli
i g Z.
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. 1 This follows from Proposition 2.4 1 and Lemma 3.3 1 .
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . i Ž . Ž .2 See Proposition 2.4 1 . Note that by Lemma 3.3 2 H C s 0N
for i F 1.
Ž . Ž .3 Assume a R - 0 for all i g Z. Then S is Cohen]Macaulay byi
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . 42 . We have a S F y1 s 1 y d, because a S s max a C , y2 and2
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž .Ž . Ž .a C F max a R , y1 by Proposition 2.4 3 and 4 . Hence R is a2 2
Ž . Ž .Cohen]Macaulay ring by Corollary 2.8 and Theorem 2.9 .
Ž .THEOREM 3.5 . Suppose d s 3. Then S is a Cohen]Macaulay ring and
3 2 Ž .I s QI if and only if a R - 0 for all i g Z.i
Proof. Assume that S is a Cohen]Macaulay ring and I 3 s QI 2. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .a S F y1 by Proposition 2.7 so that a R F y1 by Proposition3
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .2.4 3 and 4 . Hence a R - 0 for all i g Z recall that a R s y1i
Ž .Ž .. Ž .and depth R G 3 by Proposition 2.4 1 . Conversely assume that a Ri
- 0 for all i g Z. First, we show that S is a Cohen]Macaulay ring.
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Ž .Ž .Assume the contrary. Then depth S s 2 by Proposition 2.4 1 because
Ž .Ž .depth C G 2 by Lemma 3.3 2 . Hence depth R s 2 and depth G s 1 byP
Ž .Corollary 2.6 . Let a s R and consider the standard exact sequencesq
0 “ a “ R “ A “ 0, aŽ .
0 “ a 1 “ R “ G “ 0. bŽ . Ž .
i Ž . Ž . Ž .Then applying the functors H ) to a and b , we get an isomorphismM
2 Ž . 2 Ž . 1 Ž . 2 Ž .Ž . Ž .H a ( H R and the embedding H G : H a 1 . Hence a GM M M M 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F y2 because a a s a R - 0 and a G F a a y 1. Choose an2 2 1 2
Želement g g G so that g is G-regular this choice is possible, because1
i. Ž .depth G ) 0 and Arm is infinite . Let G s Grg G and apply H ) toM
gŽ .the exact sequence 0 “ G y1 “ G “ G “ 0. Then from the embed-
0 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ding H G : H G y1 we see a G F a G q 1; hence a G FM M 0 1 0
0 Ž . Ž .y1. Therefore H G s 0 so that depth G G 2, which is absurd andM
Ž .  Ž . 4thus S is a Cohen]Macaulay ring. Because a S s max a C , y3 and3
Ž .  Ž . 4 Ž . Ž .a C F max a R , y1 by Proposition 2.4 , we get a S F y1 whence3 3
Ž . Ž . 3 2r I F 2 by Proposition 2.7 . Thus I s QI , which completes the proofQ
Ž .of Theorem 3.5 .
Ž .The scheme Proj R resp., Proj G is Cohen]Macaulay if and only if
i Ž . Ž i Ž .. ŽH R resp., H G is a finitely generated R-module resp., a finitelyM M
. Ž . Ž w Ž . Ž .generated G-module for all i / d q 1 resp., i / d cf. STC, 2.5 , 2.11 ,
'Ž .x .and 3.8 ; note I s m and Proj R is Cohen]Macaulay if and only if so
Žis Proj G. When this is the case, the sequence b t, b t, . . . , b t s s1 2 s
. Ždepth G is G-regular for any system b , b , . . . , b of generators for Q cf.1 2 d
w Ž . Ž .x.STC, 2.5 and 2.11 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.6 . Suppose m I G r A q 1 or r ArI F d y 1. ThenA
I 2 s QI if Proj R is a Cohen]Macaulay scheme and S is a Cohen]Macaulay
ring.
Proof. Let x g I 2 and write x s Ýd a x with x g A. Then for theis1 i i i
Ž .same reason as is in the proof of Corollary 2.10 , we get x g Q: m for alli
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 F i F d. Let J s Q: m. Then r ArI G l JrI s l JrQ y l IrQA A A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s r A y m I q d, because l JrQ s r A and l IrQ s m I y d.A A AA
Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore if r ArI F d y 1 or more generally m I G r A q 1, weA
Ž .have l JrI F d y 1 so that the elements x , x , . . . , x mod I cannot be1 2 dA
Arm linearly independent in JrI. Without loss of generality we may write
x s Ýdy1 c x q y with c g A and y g I. Then because x s Ýd a x sd is1 i i i is1 i i
dy1Ž . Ž < .Ý a q a c x q a y, we have x y a y g a q a c 1 F i F d y 1 lis1 i d i i d d i d i
2 Ž .I . Recall that depth G G d y 1 by Proposition 2.7 because S is a
Ž < . 2Cohen]Macaulay ring. In addition, we get a q a c 1 F i F d y 1 l Ii d i
Ž < . w x Ž <s a q a c 1 F i F d y 1 I by VV, 2.7 , because Q s a q a c 1 F ii d i i d i
. Ž .F d y 1 q a and because Proj G is a Cohen]Macaulay scheme withd
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Ž < .depth G G d y 1. Hence x y a y g a q a c 1 F i F d y 1 I : QI sod i d i
that x g QI. Thus I 2 s QI.
Ž . Ž . 2COROLLARY 3.7 . Suppose r A F d. Then I s QI if Proj R is a
Cohen]Macaulay scheme and S is a Cohen]Macaulay ring.
Ž .Proof. We may assume I / Q. Hence m I G d q 1 and the assertionA
Ž .follows from Theorem 3.6 .
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3.8 . Suppose d s 3 and r A F 3. Then R is a
Cohen]Macaulay ring if and only if Proj R is a Cohen]Macaulay scheme
Ž .and a R - 0 for all i g Z.i
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. See Theorems 2.9 , 3.5 , and Corollary 3.7 .
Ž Ž ..In Section 9 we give an example Example 9.5 , which shows the
Ž . Ž . Ž .assumption in Corollaries 3.7 and 3.8 that r A F d is not superfluous.
The example also provides with a counterexample to the main conjecture
w xof KN .
Ž . Ž .4. BUCHSBAUMNESS IN R I AND G I IN THE CASE
WHERE dim A s 1
Cohen]Macaulay local rings in which all the m-primary ideals possess
minimal multiplicity are special, as we show in the following.
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1 . Suppose e¤ery m-primary ideal in A has minimal
multiplicity. Then dim A s 1 and A is reduced.
Proof. Assume d G 2 and let a , a , . . . , a be a system of parameters1 2 d
4 4Ž .for A. Let Q s a , a , a , . . . , a and let Q denote the integral closure1 2 3 d
2 2 3 3of Q. Then a a g Q but a a f Q, so that Q does not have minimal1 2 1 2 'multiplicity. Hence d s 1. Let N s 0 and take a nonzero divisorŽ .
n n Ž .a g m. Then m N : a A for all n G 1 as N : a A. Hence m N s 0 and
A is a reduced ring.
Let A denote the integral closure of A in its local quotient ring. Let
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c s A: A be the conductor. We put ¤ A s m m and e A s e A .A m
Ž .THEOREM 4.2 . Suppose d s 1 and A is a module-finite extension of A.
Then the following four conditions are equi¤alent.
Ž .1 E¤ery m-primary ideal in A has minimal multiplicity.
Ž .2 Either c s A or c has minimal multiplicity.
Ž .3 Let I be an integrally closed m-primary ideal in A. Then I s aA for
some a g I.
Ž .4 m s aA for some a g m.
When this is the case, the following assertions hold true.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .i ¤ A s e A .
Ž .ii Let I be an m-primary ideal in A. Then I s I if and only if
Ž . Ž .m I s e A .A
n nŽ .iii Let I be an integrally closed m-primary ideal in A. Then I s I
for all n G 1.
Ž wProof. The ring A is a PIR, as A is reduced cf., e.g., HK, proof of
Ž .x.Theorem 3.6 . We have aAs aA l A for any regular element a of A.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 « 2 and 3 « 4 . This is clear.
Ž . Ž .2 « 4 . We may assume c / A. Let c s aA with a g c. Then a is
A-regular and c s aA. Hence mc s am , as the ideal c has minimal
multiplicity. Therefore m A s m because c s aA, whence m s xA for
some x g m.
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 « 1 , 3 , and the last assertions. Let I be an m-primary ideal
in A and choose a minimal reduction Q s aA of I. Then I s aA, because
I s aA l A and aA : m A s m. Hence m I s am so that the ideal I has
Ž . Ž .minimal multiplicity. Thus assertions 1 and 3 follow. We consider the
Ž . Ž .last assertions. Note ¤ A s e A , because m has minimal multiplicity.
On the other hand we have an isomorphism I ( A, because I s aA.
Taking I s m , this shows that all the A-modules m , I, and A are
Ž . Ž . Ž .isomorphic to each other. Hence we get m IrI s e A y m I , be-A A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žcause m m s e A and m IrI s m I y m I recall that m I sA A A A
. Ž . Ž .m I . Thus I s I if and only if m I s e A . If I s I, then we getA
n n n n Ž .I s a A for all n G 1 whence I s I . This proves Theorem 4.2 .
For the rest of this section assume dim A s 1 and let I be an m-primary
ideal in A possessing minimal multiplicity. Let Q s aA be a minimal
reduction of I. We put f s at. For each g g R9 let g denote the reduction
of g mod ty1 R9. Otherwise specified, we maintain the same notation as in
the previous sections. The purpose of this section is to give criteria for R
Ž .and G to be Buchsbaum rings in terms of the reduction number r I of IQ
with respect to Q. We begin with the following
Ž . Ž . 0 Ž . n w 0 Ž .xLEMMA 4.3 . 1 H G s Ý f ? H G .M nG 0 M 0
Ž . 0 Ž .x Ž . w 0 Ž .x Ž .2 H G : am: m rI. Hence m ? H G s 0 .M 0 M 0
Ž . Žw 0 Ž .x . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 m H G F r A y m I q 1 F r ArI .A M 0 A
Proof. Let x g I n with n G 0 and assume f l ? xt n g ty1 R9 for some
l G 1. Then x g anA because a l x g I nq lq1 : anq lA. Write x s an y with
0 nql y1 n nw Ž .xy g A. Then y g H G because f ? y g t R9, so that xt g f ?M 0
w 0 Ž .x l lq1 lH G . Let n s 0 that is a x g I . Then m x : m a because m ? a xM 0
lq1 lq1 Ž . Ž .: m I s m a . Hence x g am: m and assertions 1 and 2 follow.
ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž . Ž .We see l Q: m rI s r A y m I q 1 F r ArI from the proof ofAA
Ž . Ž .Theorem 3.6 . Thus we get assertion 3 as am: m : Q: m.
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Ž .COROLLARY 4.4 . G is a Cohen]Macaulay ring if I s I.
0w Ž .x Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. We get H G s 0 by Lemma 4.3 2 as am: m : aAs I.M 0
0 Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hence H G s 0 by Lemma 4.3 1 .M
Ž . Ž .Let r s r I and e s e A .Q
Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.5 . 1 a G s r y 2 if r G 2.0
Ž . w 1 Ž .x Ž .2 For each i g Z, H R / 0 if and only if 0 F i F r y 1. HenceM i
Ž .a R s r y 1 if r G 1.1
Ž . Ž .3 a G s r y 1.1
Ž .4 r F e y 1.
Ž . ŽProof. 1 The ring G is not Cohen]Macaulay as r G 2 cf. Lemma
0 nŽ .Ž .. Ž . w Ž .x2.5 2 . Let a G s n and choose 0 / w g H G . We write w s xt0 M n
with x g I n. Then ax g I nq2 because fw s 0. Therefore ax g I nq2 s
aI nq1 if n G r y 1, whence x g I nq1. This is absurd and we get n F r y 2.
Conversely, choose z g I r so that z f aI ry1. Note z g ary1A and write
z s ary1 y with y g A. Let x s ary2 y. Then z s ax g I r but x f I ry1.
ry2 0w Ž .xTherefore 0 / xt g H G whence n s r y 2.M ry2
Ž . w x Ž .2 We put R s Rrf R. First note that R s 0 for i - 0 andi
i iy1w x w x Ž Ž ..i G r q 1, R ( A, and R ( I raI / 0 for 1 F i F r. Hence0 i
0 r 1 1 1Ž . w x Ž . w Ž . Ž . Ž w Ž .x.H R s Ý R and H R s H R ( H A cf. GH, 2.2 .M is1 i M M 0 m
i Ž . Ž .Now apply the functors H ) i g Z to the exact sequence 0 “M
f
Ž .R y1 “ R “ R “ 0. Then by the resulting long exact sequence
f
0 1 1 10 “ H R “ H R y1 “ H R “ H R aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M M
w 1 Ž .x Ž . Ž .of local cohomology, we have H R / 0 for 1 F i F r and a RM iy1 1
1 1w Ž .x Ž . Ž .F r y 1. To see H R s 0 for i - 0, recall that H R sM i M
1 1 1w Ž .x Ž . w Ž .x w Ž .xH R . Then by a we get an epimorphism H R ‚ H RM 0 M iy1 M i
w 1 Ž .x Ž . Ž Ž .Ž ..for i - 0. As H R s 0 for i < 0 cf. Lemma 3.3 1 , this observa-M i
w 1 Ž .x Ž .tion asserts H R s 0 for all i - 0.M i
Ž . Ž .Ž .3 By 2.5 2 we may assume r G 2. Let a s R and apply theq
i Ž . Ž .functors H ) i g Z to the sequencesM
0 “ a “ R “ A “ 0 and 0 “ a 1 “ R “ G “ 0.Ž .
In addition, we get exact sequences
0 “ H 1 a “ H 1 R “ H 1 A “ H 2 a “ H 2 R “ 0 bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M m M M
and
H 1 a 1 “ H 1 R “ H 1 G “ H 2 a 1 cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M M
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .of local cohomology. Hence a a F a R by b so that a a F r y 1 by1 1 1
Ž . w 1 Ž .Ž .x Ž . Ž .2 . Therefore because H a 1 s 0 , we get by c the embeddingM ry1
w 1 Ž .x w 1 Ž .x Ž .H R : H G ; consequently a G G r y 1. On the otherM ry1 M ry1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .hand, by b we see a a F 0 recall a R s y1 . Therefore as a G F2 2 1
 Ž . Ž . 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .max a R , a a y 1 by c , we have a G F r y 1. Hence a G s1 2 1 1
r y 1.
Ž . Ž . n ny1 w4 Let M s S and put n s e S . Then M s f M by S2,q M
Ž .x ŽChap. 2, 2.3 , because the ring S is Cohen]Macaulay cf. Proposition
Ž .Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .2.4 1 . Thus a S F n y 2 because a Srf S s a S q 1 and
Ž . Ž .a Srf S F n y 1. Therefore r F n y 1 by Proposition 2.7 . On the other
Ž i. Ž whand we get n F e, because m I F e for all i G 1 cf. S2, Chap. 3,A
Ž .x. Ž i.1.1 and m I s n for all i 4 0. Thus r F e y 1.A
Ž .Ž . w xProposition 4.5 2 recovers the next result due to GS .
Ž .COROLLARY 4.6 . R is a Cohen]Macaulay ring if and only if I s Q.
Ž . Ž n.COROLLARY 4.7 . Let n G 1 be an integer. If n G r, then the rings R I
Ž n.and G I are Buchsbaum.
Ž n.Proof. We may assume r G 1. Let us identify R I with the Verone-
sean subring R Žn. s Ý R of R. Let M be the graded maximal idealiG 0 in
Ž n. 1 Ž Ž n.. w 1 Ž .xŽn. Ž w .x.in R I . Then H R I s H R cf. GW, 3.1.1 . ConsequentlyM M
1 Ž Ž n.. w 1 Ž Ž n..x w 1 Ž .x w 1 Ž .xwe have H R I s H R I s H R , because H R sM M 0 M 0 M i
Ž . Ž .Ž .0 for all i G r and for all i - 0 by Proposition 4.5 2 . We see M ?
1 Ž Žn.. Ž . 1 Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .Ž ..H R s 0 as m ? H R s 0 cf. Lemma 3.3 1 . Therefore theM M
Ž n. w Žn.xring R I is Buchsbaum. Let a s R and look at the exact se-q
Ž n. Ž . Ž n. Ž n.quences 0 “ a “ R I “ A “ 0 and 0 “ a 1 “ R I “ G I “ 0.
i Ž . 1 Ž .Then applying H ) to them, we get the embeddings H a :M M
1 Ž Ž n.. 0 Ž Ž n.. 1 Ž .Ž . 0 Ž Ž n.. Ž .H R I and H G I : H a 1 . Hence M ? H G I s 0 be-M M M M
1 Ž Ž n.. Ž . Ž n.cause M ? H R I s 0 . Thus the ring G I Buchsbaum.M
Ž .Ž .The next result directly follows from Proposition 4.5 4 and Corollary
Ž .4.7 .
Ž .COROLLARY 4.8 . Suppose that A is a module finite extension of A and
n nŽ . Ž .m s aA for some a g m. Then R J and G J are Buchsbaum rings for
Ž .any m-primary ideal J in A and for any positi¤e integer n G e A y 1.
We now give the main results in this section.
Ž .THEOREM 4.9 . The following four conditions are equi¤alent.
Ž .1 G is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž . 0 Ž . w 0 Ž .x2 H G s H G .M M 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . 23 0 : f s 0 : f .G G
Ž .4 r F 2.
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž .When this is the case, I G s l I raI and a G F 1.A
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 Ž .Proof. 1 « 3 . See Definition 1.3 2 and note that H G sM
Ž . n0 : f for all n G 1.G
Ž . Ž . wŽ . x Ž . 0 Ž . Ž .3 « 2 . We get f G l 0 : f s 0 and H G s 0 : f , so thatG M G
0 Ž . w 0 Ž .x w 0 Ž .x Ž Ž .Ž ..H G s H G as H G : f G for all n G 1 cf. Lemma 4.3 1 .M M 0 M n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 m 4 . See Proposition 4.5 1 .
Ž . Ž . 0 Ž . Ž .2 « 1 and the last assertions. We get M ? H G s 0 by LemmaM
Ž .Ž . 0 Ž . Ž .4.3 2 . Hence G is Buchsbaum. Because H G s 0 : f , we haveM G
w 0 Ž .x Ž 2 . Ž . Ž 2 . Ž 2 .H G s I : a rI. Therefore, I G s l I rQI , because I : a rIM 0 A
2 Ž .Ž . Ž .( I raI. See Proposition 4.5 3 for the inequality a G F 1.
Ž . Žw 0 Ž .x .COROLLARY 4.10 . G is a Buchsbaum ring if m H G F 1.A M 0
Proof. We may assume I 2 / aI. Let y g I 2 such that y f aI and write
0w Ž .x Ž .Ž .y s ax with x g A. Then H G s Ax by Lemma 4.3 2 , becauseM 0
0 0w Ž .x Žw Ž .x .0 / x g H G and m H G F 1. Therefore for any w gM 0 A M 0
0 nw Ž .x Ž .Ž .H G with n ) 0, by Lemma 4.3 1 we have w s f ? cx for someM n
n ny1 nq1 n nc g A. Note a x s a y g I and we get w s c ? a xt s 0 in G.
0 Ž . w 0 Ž .x Ž .Hence H G s H G so that Theorem 4.9 G is a Buchsbaum ring.M M 0
Ž .COROLLARY 4.11 . The ring G is Buchsbaum if one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 r A F m I .A
Ž .2 ArI is a Gorenstein ring.
Ž . Ž .3 e A F 3.
Ž .Ž . Žw 0 Ž .x Ž . Ž .Proof. By Lemma 4.3 3 m H G F 1, if conditions 1 or 2 areA M 0
Ž .Ž . Ž .satisfied. By Proposition 4.5 4 we get r F 2 if e A F 3. Hence G is
Ž .Buchsbaum by Theorem 4.9 .
Ž .COROLLARY 4.12 . Suppose that A is a module-finite extension of A and
Ž . Ž .m s aA for some a g m. If e A F 3, then G J is a Buchsbaum ring for
any m-primary ideal J in A.
As for the Buchsbaumness in R we note
Ž .THEOREM 4.13 . The following three conditions are equi¤alent.
Ž .1 R is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž . 1 Ž . w 1 Ž .x2 H R s H R .M M 0
Ž .3 r F 1.
Ž . Ž .When this is the case, G is a Cohen]Macaulay ring and I R s l IraA .A
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. 2 m 3 . See Proposition 4.5 2 .
Ž . Ž . 1 Ž . Ž . 1 Ž . Ž .2 « 1 . Note M ? H R s 0 because m ? H R s 0 byM M
Ž .Ž .Lemma 3.3 1 .
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Ž . Ž . 1 Ž . Ž .1 « 3 and the last assertions. Because M ? H R s 0 by exactM
0Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .sequence a in the proof of Proposition 4.5 2 we see M ? H R s 0M
0 1 0Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . w xand H R ( H R y1 . Recall that H R s R and we getM M M q
Ž .2 2 1 Ž . w 1 Ž .xR : f R, so that I s aI. Hence r F 1 and H R s H R . Weq M M 0
0 0Ž . Ž . w Ž .x w x w Ž .xhave I R s l IraA , because H R s R ( IraA and H RM 1 1 M 1A
w 1 Ž .x( H R .M 0
We close this section with the following two examples. Let k be an
infinite field.
Ž . ww xxEXAMPLE 4.14 . Let k X be the formal power series ring in one
ww i <variable over k and let e G 1 be an integer. Let A s k X e F i F 2 e y
exx ww xx ww xx1 in k X . Then A s k X and m s X A. Hence A satisfies the
Ž . Ž . Ž n.conditions stated in Theorem 4.2 . Because e A s e, the rings R I and
Ž n.G I are Buchsbaum for any m-primary ideal I in A and for any positive
integer n G e y 1.
Ž .EXAMPLE 4.15 . Let Krk be a finite simple extension of fields with
w x Ž . w xK : k s e. Choose u g K so that K s k u . Let K X be the polynomial
w i < xring in one variable over K and put B s k u X 0 F i F e y 1 . Then B is
w x w x Ž w x.a graded subring of K X with B s K X . Let M s B s X ? K X andq
Ž .A s B . Then A satisfies the conditions stated in Theorem 4.2 withM
Ž . Ž .e A s e. Let I s X, u X A and Q s XA. Then Q is a minimal reduction
Ž . Ž . Žof I with m I s mQ. We have r I s e y 1. Hence the ring R I resp.,Q
Ž .. Ž . Ž n.G I is not Buchsbaum if e G 3 resp., e G 4 . But the rings R I and
Ž n.G I are Buchsbaum for all positive integers n G e y 1.
q Ž .5. d -SEQUENCES ON G I
In this section let A denote a Cohen]Macaulay local ring with maximal
ideal m and d s dim A G 1. Assume the field Arm is infinite. Let I be
an m-primary ideal in A possessing minimal multiplicity. We put R s
Ž . Ž . Ž .R I , R9 s R9 I , and G s G I . Let M denote the unique graded
Ž .maximal ideal in R. Let Q s a , a , . . . , a be a minimal reduction of I1 2 d
and put f s a t for 1 F i F d. For each element g g R9 let g denote thei i
reduction of g mod ty1 R9. Otherwise specified, we maintain the same
notation as given in Sections 2 and 3.
Ž .The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 5.2 . To state it we
need additional notations.
Let B be a commutative ring and let E be a B-module. Then we say
that a sequence b , b , . . . , b of elements in B is a dq-sequence on E, if1 2 t
for any integers n , n , . . . , n G 1 the elements bn1, bn2 , . . . , bnt form a1 2 t 1 2 t
d-sequence on E in any order.
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Because the elements f , f , . . . , f form a homogeneous system of1 2 d
parameters for G, the condition that f , f , . . . , f is a dq-sequence on G1 2 d
can be restated into diverse manners. Here let us pick up some of them
iŽ n .which we shall freely utilize in this paper. Let H f ; G be the ith Koszul
cohomology module of G associated to the sequence f ns f n, f n, . . . , f n1 2 d
i Ž . iŽ n . iwith n G 1. Then H G s lim H f ; G for each i g Z. Let w :M G“n
iŽ . i Ž .H f ; G “ H G denote the structure map into the inductive limit. LetM
d dy1
d d y 1i iI R s l H R and I G s l H G .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý ÝM MR Gž / ž /i i
is0 is0
Ž . Žw x.PROPOSITION 5.1 GY; STC; SV2, Appendix; and T . The following
fi¤e conditions are equi¤alent.
Ž . q1 f , f , . . . , f is a d -sequence on G.1 2 d
Ž .2 f , f , . . . , f is a standard system of parameters for G , that is1 2 d M
l Gr f , f , . . . , f G y e GŽ . Ž .Ž .1 2 d Ž f , f , . . . , f .GG 1 2 d
s l Gr f 2 , f 2 , . . . , f 2 G y e 2 2 2 G .Ž .Ž .Ž .1 2 d Ž f , f , . . . , f .GG 1 2 d
Ž . i Ž . Ž .3 The local cohomology modules H G i / d are all finitelyM
generated and
I G s l Gr f , f , . . . , f G y e G .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 d Ž f , f , . . . , f .GG 1 2 d
Ž . i iŽ . i Ž . Ž .4 The canonical maps w : H f ; G “ H G i / d are all sur-G M
jecti¤e.
Ž . Ž . 0 Ž . Ž . q5 f , f , . . . , f G l H G s 0 and f , f , . . . , f is a d -1 2 d M 1 2 d
0 Ž .sequence on GrH G .M
If G is a Buchsbaum ring, by definition f , f , . . . , f is a dq-sequence on1 2 d
Ž Ž ..G cf. Definition 1.3 . The goal of this section is the following.
Ž . qTHEOREM 5.2 . Let d G 2 and suppose f , f , . . . , f is a d -sequence on1 2 d
G. Then
Ž . 0 Ž . w 0 Ž .x i Ž . w i Ž .x w i Ž .x1 H G s H G . H G s H G q H G andM M 0 M M yi M 2yi
i Ž . Ž .M ? H G s 0 for all i F d y 1.M
Ž . Ž .2 a G F 2 y i for all i g Z.i
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Ž . i Ž . w i Ž .x3 H R s H R for all i F d.M M 2yi
Ž .4 For each i F d y 1 there exists a natural split exact sequence
i i iq10 “ H R “ H G “ H R 1 “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M
of graded R-modules.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .5 I R s I G s l I rQI .A
Ž .We divide the proof of Theorem 5.2 into several steps. In what follows
assume d s dim A G 2. Let T denote the ideal transform of R with
 Ž . < l 4respect to M. Hence T s f g Q R M f : R for some l G 1 , where
Ž . w xQ R denotes the total quotient ring of R. Let B s A t . Then R : T :
Ž . Ž .B, because Q B s Q R and ht MB s d G 2. We put F s A for n - 0B n
 < n 4  4and F s a g A at g T for n G 0. Then F s F forms a filtrationn n ng Z
Ž . nof ideals in A, whose associated Rees algebra R F s Ý F t coin-nG 0 n
Ž . n Ž . Ž . y1 Ž .cides with T. Let R9 F s Ý F t and G F s R9 F rt R9 F . Letng Z n
Ä lq1 lŽ .J s D J : J for an ideal J in A, that is the Ratliff]Ruch closure ofl G1
Žw x.J RR .
Part of the next results is known. However, because it plays an impor-
tant role in this paper, we would like to give a brief proof for complete-
ness.
&
n ny1 nŽ . Ž .PROPOSITION 5.3 . 1 F s I : Q and m F s mQ for all n gn n
Z.
Ž .2 T is a module-finite extension of R with depth T G 2.R
Ž . 1 Ž . i Ž . i Ž .3 H R ( TrR and H R ( H T for i G 2.M M M
Ž . 0 Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .4 H G F s 0 . Hence bt is G F -regular for some b g Q _ mQ.M
Ž . Ž . i Ž Ž .. Ž .5 Any f is G F -regular if H G F i / d are all finitely generated.i M
&
nŽ .Proof. 1 We may assume n G 1. Let x g I and choose l G 1 so
Ž n. l Ž n. lq1 Ž .nl n nlthat x ? I : I . Then R ? xt : R. Furthermore, as a x gq 1
I nlqn, we have anl x g Qnlqny1 and m ? anl x : mQnlqn. Hence x g Qny11 1
and m x : mQn, because ai A l Qiq j s ai Q j for all i, j G 0. Therefore1 1& &
n ny1 n n n nI : Q and mI s mQ . As m ? xt : R, we see R : xt = M so' R
that xt n g T. Hence x g F . Conversely assume x g F and choose l G 1n n
l n Ž .nl n nl nlqnso that M ? xt : R. Then as R ? xt : R, we get x ? I : I .q&
nHence x g I .
Ž . Ž . i Ž .2 and 3 . We apply the functors H ) to the exact sequenceM
0 “ T “ B “ BrT “ 0 and we look at the resulting exact sequence
0 Ž . 1 Ž . 1 Ž .H BrT “ H T “ H B of local cohomology, from which we seeM M M
1 Ž . Ž . 1 Ž . Ž . Ž . 0 Ž .H T s 0 because H B s 0 because ht MB G 2 and H BrTM M B M
Ž . Ž .s 0 by the definition of T . Thereby passing to the exact sequence
1 Ž .0 “ R “ T “ TrR “ 0, we have isomorphisms TrR ( H R andM
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i Ž . i Ž . Ž Ž .  4.H R ( H T for i G 2 recall Supp TrR : M . Hence T is aM M R
1 Ž . Ž .Ž .finitely generated R-module, because so is H R by Lemma 3.3 1 .M
Ž .4 We put a s T and we consider the exact sequenceq
0 “ a “ T “ A “ 0 aŽ .
and
0 “ a 1 “ T “ G F “ 0. bŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Then by the depth lemma, by a we get depth a G 2 whence by bR
Ž .depth G F G 1. The second assertion follows from the prime avoidanceR
Ž . Ž . Ž .theorem, because Arm is infinite and dim G F r f , f , . . . , f G FR 1 2 d
s 0.
Ž . w Ž . Ž .x 0 Ž Ž .. Ž .5 See STC, 2.5 and 2.11 and use the fact H G F s 0 .M
ÄŽ .Ž .By Proposition 5.3 1 we see m I s mQ whence Q is a minimal
ÄŽ w x.reduction of I cf. NR, Section 7, Theorem 2 , so that we have
ÄŽ .COROLLARY 5.4 . I is an m-primary ideal of minimal multiplicity with Q
a minimal reduction.
Ž .Let T9 s R9 F and look at the commutati¤e diagram
6 6 6 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 R9 1 T 9 1 T 9rR9 1 0
6 6 6
y1 y1 y1t t t
6 6 6 6Ž .0 R9 T 9 T 9rR9 0
Ž .Ž . ny1with exact rows. Then because by Proposition 5.3 1 F : I for alln
y1 Ž . Ž .n g Z, we ha¤e t ? T9rR9 s 0 . Hence because TrR ( T9rR9, by the
snake lemma we get the exact sequence
a
0 “ TrR 1 “ G “ G F “ TrR “ 0 5.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
of graded R-modules, in which a denotes the canonical homomorphism
induced from the embedding R9 : T9. We put E s Im a and we split the
Ž .exact sequence gi¤en in 5.5 into two exact sequences
0 “ TrR 1 “ G “ E “ 0 and 0 “ E “ G F “ TrR “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
i Ž . Ž . 0 Ž Ž .. Ž .Apply the functors H ) i g Z to them and recall that H G F s 0m M
Ž Ž .Ž .. i Ž . Ž .cf. Proposition 5.3 4 and H TrR s 0 for all i G 1. Then we ha¤e anM
Ž .Ž . 0 Ž .isomorphism TrR 1 ( H G and an exact sequence 0 “ TrR “M
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1 Ž . 1 Ž Ž .. i Ž . i Ž Ž ..H G “ H G F “ 0 together with isomorphisms H G ( H G FM M M M
for i G 2. Hence
0 0 nŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . w Ž .x  <COROLLARY 5.6 . 1 TrR 1 ( H G so that H G s xt xM M n
4g F for each n G 0.nq1
Ž . 1 Ž . 1 Ž Ž ..2 There is an exact sequence 0 “ TrR “ H G “ H G F “ 0M M
of graded R-modules.
Ž . i Ž . i Ž Ž ..3 H G ( H G F for all i G 2.M M
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5.7 . 1 Suppose f , f , . . . , f is a d-sequence on G. Then1 2 d
I n s Qny2I 2 for all n G 2.
Ž . Ž . ny22 Suppose f , f , . . . , f is a d-sequence on G F . Then F s Q F1 2 d n 2
for all n G 2.
Proof. We may assume n G 3. Let x g I n. Then because x g Qny1, we
may write with the multiindexes notation x s Ýc aa where c g A, aa a
Ž . druns through a s a , a , . . . , a with 0 F a g Z and Ý a s n y 1,1 2 d i is1 i
a a a a a a a1 2 d 1 2 dand a s a a ??? a . Then Ý c f f ??? f s 0 in G. Let P s1 2 d a a 1 2 d
w xG T , T , . . . , T be the polynomial ring in d variables T , T , . . . , T over1 2 d 1 2 d
a a a1 2 dG and let j s Ý c T T ??? T . Let w : P “ G denote the G-algebraa a 1 2 d
Ž .map defined by w T s f for 1 F i F d. Then because Ker w is generatedi i
Ž w Ž .x. Ž .by linear forms cf. HSV, 5.5 and w j s 0, we may write j s
l d dŽ .Ý Ý j T ? h with j g G and h g P such that Ý j f s 0ks1 is1 k i i k k i k ny2 is1 k i i
for all 1 F k F l. Let us furthermore write h s Ý h T b1T b2 ??? T bdk b k b 1 2 d
Ž .with h g G where b runs through b s b , b , . . . , b with 0 F b g Zk b 1 2 d i
and Ýd b s n y 2, and then look at the following two expressions,is1 i
a a a b b q1 b1 2 d 1 i dc T T ??? T s j h T ??? T ??? T ,Ý Ýa 1 2 d k i k b 1 i d
a k , b , i
of j . In addition, comparing the coefficients in both sides, we have
w x w x Ž Žc s Ý j ? h for all a . Here e s 0, . . . , 0,a k , b , i with asbqe k i 0 k b 0 ii
Ïi . w x1 , 0, . . . , 0 for each 1 F i F d and h denotes for each h g G and p g Zp
. w xthe homogeneous component of h with degree p. Now let j s bk i 0 k i
w xand h s c with b , c g A. Then we have c y Ýk b 0 k b k i k b a k , b, i with
b c g I for all a andasbqe k i k bi
xs c y b c aaq b c aa .Ý Ý Ý Ýa k i k b k i k bž / ž /
a ak , b , i with asbqe k , b , i with asbqei i
Ž . aLet y s Ý Ý b c a and note that y sa k , b , i with as bq e k i k bi
l d b d dŽ .Ž . w xÝ Ý b a Ý c a . Recall now that Ý b a ts Ý j fŽ .ks1 is1 k i i b k b is1 k i i is1 k i i 1
d d 2Ž .s 0 because Ý j f s 0 . In addition, we see Ý b a g I for allis1 k i i is1 k i i
l Ž d .Ž b . ny2 21 F k F l, whence y s Ý Ý b a Ý c a g Q I so that xks1 is1 k i i b k b
Ž . a ny1 ny2 2 ny2 2s Ý c y Ý b c a q y g Q I q Q I s Q I .a a k , b , i with asbqe k i k bi
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Ž . ny1 Ž .Ž .This proves assertion 1 . Because F : Q by Proposition 5.3 1 ,n
Ž . Ž .replacing G by G F , assertion 2 is proved in exactly the same way as
Ž .assertion 1 .
Ž . qPROPOSITION 5.8 . Suppose f , f , . . . , f is a d -sequence on G. Then1 2 d
Ž . q Ž . Ž .1 f , f , . . . , f is a d -sequence on G F and each f is G F -regu-1 2 d i
lar.
Än nŽ .2 F s I for all n g Z and F s I if n G 2.n n
2 2 2 3 2 2 2 ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .3 a , a , . . . , a l I s a , a , . . . , a I.1 2 d 1 2 d
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .4 I G s l I rQI .A
Ž . iŽ n . Ž .Proof. 1 Let H f ; ) i g Z denote the Koszul cohomology func-
tor associated to the sequence f ns f n, f n, . . . , f n with n G 1. Then1 2 d
i Ž . iŽ n . i Ž Ž .. iŽ n Ž ..H G s lim H f ; G and H G F s lim H f ; G F for all i g Z.M M“n “n
Ž .Ž . Ž .Hence thanks to Proposition 5.3 4 and Corollary 5.6 , applying the
iŽ . i Ž . Ž .functors H f ; ) and H ) to the exact sequence given by 5.5 , forM
each i F d y 1 we get a commutative diagram
H i f ; G “ H i f ; G FŽ .Ž . Ž .
i ix w x wG GŽF .
i iH G “ H G F “ 0Ž . Ž .Ž .M M
with exact bottom row, where the vertical maps are canonical homomor-
phisms into the limits. Consequently the map w i is onto because so isGŽF .
i Ž Ž .Ž ..w cf. Proposition 5.1 4 . As f s f , f , . . . , f is a homogeneous systemG 1 2 d
Ž . w Ž .x qof parameters for G F , by T, 3.4 this guarantees f is a d -sequence on
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G F as well. Any f is G F -regular hence by Proposition 5.3 5 .i
Ž . d Ž2 Let x g F and write x s Ý a x with x g A recall F : Q; cf.2 is1 i i i 2
0Ž .Ž .. Ž .Ž . Ž .Proposition 5.3 1 . Then by Corollary 5.6 1 we get xtg H G ; henceM
2 2Ž .Ž . Ž .x g I by Proposition 5.1 5 , because xtg f , f , . . . , f G. Thus F s I ,1 2 d 2
n ÄnŽ .Ž .which implies by Lemma 5.7 2 that F s I if n G 2. Because F = I =n n
n ÄnI , we get F s I for all n g Z.n
2 Ä 3 2 2 2 Ä 3Ž . Ž . Ž .3 Because I I : F s I by 2 , we see a , a , . . . , a I : I . Let3 1 2 d
Ž 2 2 2 . 3 d 2x g a , a , . . . , a l I and write x s Ý a x with x g A. Hence1 2 d is1 i i i
d 2 2 2 2Ž < .Ý f x s xt s 0 in G. Let 1 F i F d. Then because f j / i G: f sis1 i i j i
2 q 2Ž < . Ž . wŽ <f j / i G: f recall that f is a d -sequence on G , we see f x g f jj i i i j
. x Ž . 2/ i G s 0 . Consequently a x g I l a A s F l a A for each 1 F i1 i i i 2 i
Ä ŽF d, so that we have x g F s I because F l a A s a F recall that byi 1 2 i i 1
2 2 2 ÄŽ . Ž . . Ž .1 each f is G F -regular . Thus x g a , a , . . . , a I as claimed.i 1 2 d
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Let w : Gr f , f , . . . , f G “ G IrQ denote the canonical epi-1 2 d
3 2 ŽŽ .Ž ..morphism and put K s Ker w. Then because I s QI 5.7 1 and
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2 w Ž . x 2I : Q, we see K s Gr f , f , . . . , f G ( I rQI. Hence by Proposi-1 2 d 2
Ž .Ž .tion 5.1 3 we get
I G s l Gr f , f , . . . , f G y e GŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 d Ž f , f , . . . , f .GG 1 2 d
s l K q l G IrQ y e GŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž f , f , . . . , f .GG G 1 2 d
s l I 2rQI q l ArQ y e AŽ . Ž .Ž . QA A
s l I 2rQI ,Ž .A
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .because e G s e G s e A s e A s l ArQ .Ž f , f , . . . , f .G G I Q A1 2 d q
Ž .We are now in a position to prove Theorem 5.2 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 5.2 . 1 and 2 . We argue by induction on d. Note
Ž .that by Theorem 4.9 we have done with the case where d s 1. Hence we
may assume that d G 2 and our assertions hold true for d y 1. We put
Ä ÄŽ .Ž . Ž .f s f , A s Ara A, and J s Ira A. By Proposition 5.8 2 , T s R Id d d
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ .Ž ..and G F s G I . Because f is G I -regular Proposition 5.8 1 , we
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .have an isomorphism G I rfG I ( G J of graded A-algebras. Conse-
q Ž .quently by definition f , f , . . . , f is a d -sequence on G J , because so1 2 dy1
ÄŽ . ŽŽ .Ž ..is f , f , . . . , f on G I Proposition 5.8 1 . Hence thanks to Corollary1 2 d
Ž . Ž Ž .. 0 Ž Ž ..5.4 and the hypothesis on d, we get a G J F 3 y d, H G J sM
w 0 Ž Ž ..x i Ž Ž .. w i Ž Ž ..x w i Ž Ž ..xH G J , H G J s H G J q H G J , and M ?M 0 M M yi M 2yi
i Ž Ž .. Ž .H G J s 0 for i F d y 2. We noteM
Ž .CLAIM 5.9 . The following assertions hold true.
1 Ä 1 Ä i Ä i ÄŽ . Ž Ž .. w Ž Ž ..x Ž Ž .. w Ž Ž ..x1 H G I s H G I ? H G I s H G I qM M y 1 M M y i
i Äw Ž Ž ..xH G I for i F d y 1.M 2yi
i ÄŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž .2 M ? H G I s 0 for all i F d y 1.M
ÄŽ . Ž Ž ..3 a G I F 2 y d.
i ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof of Claim 5.9 . Apply H ) to the exact sequence 0 “ G I y1M
f ÄŽ . Ž .“ G I “ G J “ 0. Then we get exact sequences
i Ä i iq1 Ä0 “ H G I “ H G J “ H G I y1 “ 0Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .M M M
i F d y 2Ž .
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and
dy1 Ä dy10 “ H G I “ H G J “Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .M M
f
d dÄ ÄH G I y1 “ H G I “ 0Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .M M
Ž .Ž . w Ž .xof local cohomology modules, because by Proposition 5.8 1 and T, 2.5
j ÄŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .f ? H G I s 0 for all j / d. By a we immediately have assertions 1M
Ž . 0 Ž Ž .. w 0 Ž Ž ..x i Ž Ž .. w i Ž Ž ..xand 2 , because H G J s H G J , H G J s H G JM M 0 M M yi
w i Ž Ž ..x i Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .q H G J , and M ? H G J s 0 for i F d y 2. From b we seeM 2yi M
Ä ÄŽ Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..a G I F a G J y 1, whence a G I F 2 y d because a G J F 3 y
d.
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .By Corollary 5.6 3 and Claim 5.9 we readily have a G F 2 y d,
i Ž . w i Ž .x w i Ž .x i Ž . Ž .H G s H G q H G , and M ? H G s 0 for 2 F i F dM M yi M 2yi M
n Ž .Ž .y 1. As F s I for all n G 2 by Proposition 5.8 2 , it follows TrR sn
Ä 0 0w x Ž .Ž . Ž . w Ž .xTrR ( IrI so that we have by Corollary 5.6 1 H G s H G (1 M M 0
Ä 0 ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .IrI. Hence M ? H G s 0 because m ? IrI s 0 by PropositionM
Ž .Ž . 1 Ž .5.3 1 . Now look at the exact sequence 0 “ TrR “ H G “M
1 ÄŽ Ž .. Ž .Ž .H G I “ 0 given by Corollary 5.6 2 . We already see that TrR sM
1 Ä 1 Ä 1 1w x Ž Ž .. w Ž Ž ..x Ž . w Ž .xTrR and H G I s H G I . Therefore H G s H G1 M M y1 M M y1
w 1 Ž .x 1 Ž . Ž .q H G , whence R ? H G s 0 as R s R R. On the other hand,M 1 q M q 1
1 ÄŽ . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .because m ? TrR s 0 and m ? H G I s 0 and becauseM
1 1 Ä 1 1w Ž .x w Ž Ž ..x w Ž .x w x Ž .H G ( H G I and H G ( TrR , we get m ? H GM y1 M y1 M 1 1 M
Ž . 1 Ž . Ž . Ž .s 0 . Thus M ? H G s 0 , which completes the proof of assertions 1M
Ž . Ž .and 2 in Theorem 5.2 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . i Ž . Ž .3 , 4 , and 5 . Because the local cohomology modules H G i / dM
Ž Ž .Ž ..are finitely generated cf. Proposition 5.1 3 , passing to the
i Ž . Ž .Cohen]Macaulayness of Proj G and Proj R, we have H R i / d q 1M
to be finitely generated as well. Let a s R and consider the exactq
sequences
0 “ a “ R “ A “ 0 aŽ .
and
0 “ a 1 “ R “ G “ 0. bŽ . Ž .
i Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Apply the functors H ) i g Z to sequences a and b . We then getM
isomorphisms
H i a ( H i R for i F d y 1 cŽ . Ž . Ž .M M
together with exact sequences
h
d d d dq1 dq10 “ H a “ H R “ H A “ H a “ H R “ 0 dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M m M M
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and
??? “ H iy1 G “ H i a 1 “ H i R “Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M
j
i iq1 iq1H G “ H a 1 “ H R “ ??? eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M
of local cohomology. Let i F d. Then considering the homogeneous com-
Ž . Žponents of degree n in sequence e , we get an epimorphism resp., a
.monomorphism
i iH a “ H RŽ . Ž .M Mnq1 n
Ž . w i Ž .x Ž . Žfor each n ) 2 y i resp., n - 1 y i , because H G s 0 resp.,M n
w iy1Ž .x Ž .. Ž . w i Ž .xH G s 0 by 1 . Therefore if i F d y 1, replacing H a byM n M nq1
w i Ž .x Ž . w i Ž .x Ž .H R , we get by f that H R s 0 for n ) 2 y i and n F 1M nq1 M n
Ž i Ž . .y i because H R is a finitely graded R-module . Suppose i s d. ThenM
Ž . d Ž .x w d Ž .xby d , H a is an A-submodule of H R ; so for the sameM nq1 M nq1
w d Ž .x Ž .reason as in the preceding text we get H R s 0 for n ) 2 y d. LetM n
Ž . w d Ž .xn - 1 y d. Then because n q 1 - 0, from d we see H a (M nq1
w d Ž .x Ž . w d Ž .x Ž .H R . Hence by f it follows H R s 0 for n F 1 y d. ThusM nq1 M n
i Ž . w i Ž .x i Ž .H R s H R for all i F d. Because H a is a graded R-sub-M M 2yi M
i Ž . ŽŽ . Ž .. i Ž . w i Ž .xmodule of H R c and d , we have H a s H a for i F dM M M 2yi
Ž . i Ž .Ž .too. Consequently in exact sequence e the homomorphism H a 1 “M
i Ž . i Ž .Ž . Ž i Ž ..H R must be 0 for all i F d, because H a 1 resp., H R isM M M
Ž .concentrated in degree 1 y i resp., 2 y i . So we have short exact se-
quences
j
i i iq10 “ H R “ H G “ H a 1 “ 0 gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M
Ž . Ž .for i F d y 1. Thanks to isomorphism c the proof of assertion 4 is
completed modulo the next
Ž . d Ž . h d Ž .CLAIM 5.10 . H a ( H R .M M
Ž . d Ž . hProof of Claim 5.10 . We show that the monomorphism H a uM
d Ž . Ž .H R given in exact sequence d is actually an isomorphism. This isM
Ž d Ž .obviously true if d G 3. For, because H R is concentrated in theM
d Ž . d Ž . Ž .negative degree 2 y d, the homomorphism H R “ H A in d mustM m
. 2 Ž . w 2 Ž .x 2 Ž . w 2 Ž .xbe 0. Let d s 2. Then H R s H R and so H a s H a .M M 0 M M 0
Žw 2 Ž .x . Žw 2 Ž .x . Ž .It suffices to show l H a s l H R . First, by g we getM 0 M 0A A
w 2 Ž .x w 1 Ž .x w 1 Ž .x Ž . w 2 Ž .xH a ( H G , because H R s 0 . Hence H a (M 0 M y1 M y1 M 0
1 Äw Ž Ž ..x Ž .Ž . w x Ž . ŽH G I by Corollary 5.6 2 , because TrR s 0 note TrR (M y1 y1
1 Ž .. Ž .Ž . w 2 Ž .xH R . On the other hand, by Proposition 5.3 3 we have H R (M M 0
2 1 Ä 2w Ž .x Žw Ž Ž ..x . Žw Ž .x .H T . We will show l H G I s l H T . For this pur-M 0 M y1 M 0A A
Ž . Ž .pose, by virtue of Corollary 5.4 and Proposition 5.8 , passing to the ideal
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Ä ÄI, we may assume without loss of generality that I s I or T s R. Hence
1 Ž . Ž . 0 Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .Ž .H R s 0 and H G s 0 cf. Proposition 5.3 3 and CorollaryM M
Ž .Ž .. Ž . 1 Ž . 2 Ž .Ž . 1 Ž .5.6 1 . Therefore by g we get H G s H a 1 , whence H G sM M M
w 1 Ž .x Ž 2 Ž . w 2 Ž .x . Ž . Ž 1 Ž ..H G recall H a s H a . Consequently I G s l H GM y1 M M 0 MG
Žw 1 Ž .x . Ž .s l H G by definition, so that by Proposition 5.8 , we haveM y1A
Žw 1 Ž .x . Ž 2 .l H G s l I rQI .M y1A A
Žw 2 Ž .x . Ž 2 .To see that l H R s l I rQI , we look at the top row in theM 0A A
Ž . w 2 Ž .xdiagram given by 2.2 . Then we have an isomorphism H R (M 0
w 2 Ž .x Ž Ž ..H C , because a R Q s y1. The ring S is Cohen]Macaulay byN 0
Ž . 3 2 ŽProposition 2.7 as depth G G 1, whence C is P-free. As I s QI cf.
Ž .Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . .Lemma 5.7 1 , by Proposition 2.7 we get a Sr f , f S F 2. Hence1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .the graded P-module Sr f , f S s Pr f , f P [ Cr f , f C is con-1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .a1 Ž .a2centrated in degree at most 2. We write C s P y1 [ P y2 with
Ž . Ž 2 .0 F a g Z, and we put n s m I and n s m I . Then it follows thati 1 A 2 A
n s 2 q a and n s 3 q 2a q a from the direct sum decomposition1 1 2 1 2
Ž .S s P [ C given by 2.3 . Hence a s 1 y 2n q n . Note that n s2 1 2 1
Ž .l IrQ q 2 andA
n s l I 2rm I 2Ž .2 A
s l I 2rmQ2 because m I 2 s mQ2Ž . Ž .A
s l I 2rQI q l QIrQ2 q l Q2rmQ2Ž . Ž . Ž .A A A
s l I 2rQI q l QIrQ2 q 3.Ž . Ž .A A
Then substituting n and n , we see1 2
a s 1 y 2n q n2 1 2
2 2s 1 y 2 l IrQ q 2 q l I rQI q l QIrQ q 3Ž . Ž . Ž .A A A
2 2s l I rQI q l QIrQ y 2 l IrQŽ .Ž . Ž .A A A
s l I 2rQI ,Ž .A
2 Ž .because IrQ [ IrQ ( I rQI. Recall that a P s y2 and
Žw 2 Ž .x .l H P s 1, because P is a polynomial ring in two variables. ThenN y2A
w 2 Ž .x Žw 2 Ž .x .a1 Žw 2 Ž .x .a2 Žw 2 Ž .x .as H C ( H P [ H P , we get l H C sN 0 N y1 N y2 N 0A
Ž 2 . Žw 2 Ž .x . Žw 2 Ž .x .a s l I rQI . Because l H R s l H C as we showed2 M 0 N 0A A A
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Žw 2 Ž .x . Ž 2 .previously, finally we see l H R s l I rQI . HenceM 0A A
Žw 1 Ž .x . Žw 2 Ž .x . Ž 2 .l H G sl H R s l I rQI as wanted. This completesM y1 M 0A A A
Ž . Ž . Ž .the proof of assertions 3 and 4 as well as that of Claim 5.10 .
By definition
d




d y 1 iI G s l H G .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý MGž /i
is0
Ž i Ž .. Ž i Ž .. Ž iq1Ž ..Because l H G s l H R q l H R for i F d y 1 by as-M M MG R R
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žsertion 4 , we get I R s I G use the equality
d d y 1 d y 1s q .ž / ž / ž / /i i i y 1
Ž .Ž . Ž .This completes by Proposition 5.8 4 the proof of Theorem 5.2 .
Ž .COROLLARY 5.11 . Suppose d G 2. Then R is a Buchsbaum ring if so is
G.
Proof. Passing to the completion of A, we may assume that A is a
homomorphic image of a regular local ring, say D . Let D s0
w xD T , T , . . . , T be the polynomial ring in n variables with n large0 1 2 n
enough and take an epimorphism w : D “ R of graded D -algebras. Let0
Ž . Ž .a s R and look at exact sequences a and b given in the proof ofq
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .assertions 3 , 4 , and 5 in Theorem 5.2 . Let N denote the unique
i Ž .graded maximal ideal in D and apply the functors H ) andN
i Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ext DrN , ) i g Z to sequences a and b . Then for each i F d y 1D
we have the commutative diagrams
Ext iq1 DrN , a “ Ext iq1 DrN , R “ Ext iq1 DrN , AŽ . Ž . Ž .D D D
iq1 iq1 iq1x w x w x wa R A
h




Ext i DrN , G “ Ext iq1 DrN , a 1 “ Ext iq1 DrN , RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .D D D
i iq1 iq1x w x w x wG a R
j
i iq1 iq1H G “ H a 1 “ H RŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .R N N
iŽ .
with exact rows, where the vertical maps are canonical homomorphisms
into inductive limits. Now recall that f , f , . . . , f is a dq-sequence on G,1 2 d
because G is a Buchsbaum ring. Then we see from the proof of Theorem
Ž . Ž . Ž .5.2 that both the homomorphisms h in diagram h and j in diagram i
ware epimorphisms. Hence thanks to the surjectivity criterion SV2, Chap. I,
Ž .x Ž . iq12.16 for Buchsbaum modules, by i we get the map w is onto becausea
i Ž . iq1so is w . Consequently by h we see the map w is onto, which impliesG R
again by the surjectivity criterion that R is a Buchsbaum ring. This proves
Ž .Corollary 5.11 .
We close this section with the following
Ž .PROPOSITION 5.12 . Suppose R is a Buchsbaum ring. Then S is a
Buchsbaum ring too.
Proof. Passing to the completion of A, we may assume A is a homo-
morphic image of a regular local ring, say D . Take the polynomial ring0
w x Ž .D s D T , T , . . . , T in d variables over D and let w : D “ R Q0 1 2 d 0
Ž .denote the D -algebra map defined by w T s a t for 1 F i F d. Let N0 i i
denote the unique graded maximal ideal in D and apply the functors
i Ž . i Ž . Ž . Ž .H ) and Ext DrN , ) i g Z to the exact sequence 0 “ R Q “ RN D
Ž .“ C “ 0 given in 2.2 . Then for each i F d y 1 we get the commutative
diagram
Ext i DrN , R “ Ext i DrN , CŽ . Ž .D D
i ix w x w jŽ .R C
(i iH R “ H C ,Ž . Ž .N N
in which the vertical maps are canonical homomorphisms into inductive
limits. As R is a Buchsbaum ring, the map w i is onto whence so is w i .R C
Ž .Hence from the direct sum decomposition S s P [ C in 2.3 we see the
i i Ž . i Ž .canonical map w : Ext DrN , S “ H S is surjective for i F d y 1.S D N
Thus S is a Buchsbaum D -module. Hence f , f , . . . , f is a dq-se-N N 1 2 d
Ž .Ž . w Ž .xquence on S by Definition 1.3 3 , which forces by T, 3.2 S to be a
Buchsbaum ring, because any general d elements in S have the form1
Ž .f , f , . . . , f . This completes the proof of Proposition 5.12 .1 2 d
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Ž .6. BUCHSBAUMNESS IN G I
Let A be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring with maximal ideal m and
d s dim A G 1. Assume the field Arm is infinite. Let I be an m-primary
Ž .ideal in A possessing minimal multiplicity and let Q s a , a , . . . , a be1 2 d
a minimal reduction of I. We maintain the same notation as in the
previous sections. The purpose of this section is to prove the following.
Ž . qTHEOREM 6.1 . Suppose f , f , . . . , f is a d -sequence on G. Then G is1 2 d
a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž . Ž .We begin with Lemma 6.2 . The proof of Lemma 6.2 is based on a
Žsuccessive use of the prime avoidance theorem note M s V R and Arm
.is infinite , which we leave to the readers.
Ž .LEMMA 6.2 . The A-submodule V s m q R of R contains a system1
j , j , . . . , j of generators such that for any sequence 1 F i - i - ??? - i1 2 n 1 2 d
Ž . ŽF n resp., 1 F j - j - ??? - j F n of integers, j , j , . . . , j resp.,1 2 dy1 i i i1 2 d
. Žj , j , . . . , j form a system of parameters for the local ring G resp.,j j j M1 2 dy1
.G rf G .M d M
Ž .LEMMA 6.3 . Let j , j , . . . , j be the system of generators for V s m q1 2 n
Ž .R gi¤en by Lemma 6.2 and write j s x q b t with x g m and b g I.1 i i i i i
Then for any sequence 1 F i - i - ??? - i F n and 1 F j - j - ??? -1 2 d 1 2
Ž . Ž .j F n of integers, both the ideals b , b , . . . , b and b , b , . . . , b , ady1 i i i j j j d1 2 d 1 2 dy1
are minimal reductions of I.
wŽ . xProof. dim G r j , j , . . . , j G q m G s 0 as dim G rM i i i M M M1 2 d
Ž . wŽ . xj , j , . . . , j G s 0. Hence dim Gr b , t, b t, . . . , b t G q m G s 0,i i i M i i i1 2 d 1 2 d
Ž .because x g m for 1 F a F d. Therefore the ideal b , b , . . . , b is ai i i ia 1 2 d
Ž .minimal reduction of I. Similarly b , b , . . . , b , a is a minimal reduc-j j j d1 2 dy1
tion of I too.
We put f s f s a t. Let A s Ara A, I s Ira A, and Q s Qra A.d d d d d
Let A denote A which is considered, via the canonical epimorphismp
R “p A, to be a graded R-module concentrated in degree 0.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 6.4 . Let d G 2 and suppose that f is G F -regular with fT : R.
Then we ha¤e the folllowing exact sequences
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 0 “ A [ TrR y1 “ Rrf R “ R I “ 0,p
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 0 “ TrR y1 “ Grf G “ G I “ 0, and
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .3 0 “ TrR y1 “ Srf S “ S I “ 0
of graded R-modules.
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Ž .Proof. Let w : R “ R I denote the canonical epimorphism and let
K s Ker w. Then K s fT q a A, as a A l F s a F for all n g Z.d d n d ny1
Ž .Hence Krf R s fTrf R [ a A q f R rf R and so we have exact se-d
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .quence 1 , because fTrf R ( TrR y1 and a A q f R rf R ( A.d p
Ž . Ž . Ž .Exact sequences 2 and 3 follow from 1 , after being tensored by ArI
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž ..and Arm, respectively, note m ? TrR s 0 ; cf. Proposition 5.3 1 . In
fact, let x g F with n G 0 and assume f ? xt n g m R q f R. Then a x s zn d
nq1 n nq1 Ž .q a y for some z g m I and y g I . As z g Q , we find a x y yd d
g a A l Qnq1, whence x y y g Qn. Therefore we have xt n g R, becaused
n Ž . n n Ž . Ž .xt s x y y t q yt . Thus sequence 3 is exact, so that sequence 2 is
exact too.
Ž .The next result is the key for our proof of Theorem 6.1 .
Ž . 3 2PROPOSITION 6.5 . Suppose I s QI . Let x g A and x g m for 1 F ii
Ž < .F d. Then x g I if x g x q a t 1 F i F d G.i i
d Ž . y1Proof. Write x ’ Ý x q a t h mod t R9 with h g R. Let h de-is1 i i i i i l
note for each 0 F l g Z, the coefficient of t l in h . Then comparing thei
coefficients of t l in both sides of the foregoing congruence, we get
d




lq10 ’ x h q a h mod I for l G 1. 6.7Ž .Ý Ýi i l i i , ly1
is1 is1
d lq1 ŽLet l G 2 and assume that Ý x h ’ 0 mod I this assumption isis1 i i l
. dalways satisfied for all l 4 0, because h s 0 . Then as Ý a h gi l is1 i i, ly1
I lq1 s QI l, we have Ýd a h s Ýd a r with r g I l for 1 F i F d.is1 i i, ly1 is1 i i l i l
d Ž . ŽHence Ý a h y r s 0. Solve this equation recall a , a , . . . , a isis1 i i, ly1 i l 1 2 d
.  l 4an A-regular sequence and get a family ¤ of elements in Aab 1F a - b F d
so that
h y r s w i ¤ l , for all 1 F i F d , 6.8Ž .Ýi , ly1 i l a b a b
1Fa-bFd
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where w i s 0 if i / a and i / b , w i s ya if i s a , and w i s a ifab a b b a b a
i s b. Then
d d
i l lx h ’ x w ¤ mod IÝ Ý Ýi i , ly1 i a b a bž /
is1 is1 1Fa-bFd
d
i ls w x ¤Ý Ý ab i a bž /
1Fa-bFd is1




l la h q a x y a x ¤ ’ 0 mod I 6.9Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i , ly2 a b b a a b
is1 1Fa-bFd
d d l Ž .because Ý x h q Ý a h ’ 0 mod I by 6.7 .is1 i i, ly1 is1 i i, ly2
If l G 3, then because I l s QI ly1, we may furthermore write the left-
Ž .hand side of 6.9 to be a linear combination of a s with coefficients ini
ly1 d Ž . l dI , say Ý a h q Ý a x y a x ¤ s Ý a ris1 i i, ly2 1F a - b F d a b b a a b is1 i i, ly1
ly1 d Ž lwith r g I for 1 F i F d. Hence Ý a h q Ý x ¤ yi, ly1 is1 i i, ly2 i- a a ia
l . Ž .Ý x ¤ y r s 0. We solve this equation similarly as in 6.8 anda - i a a i i, ly1
 ly14we get a family ¤ of elements in A so thatab 1F a - b F d
h q x ¤ l y x ¤ l y r s w i ¤ ly1Ý Ý Ýi , ly2 a ia a a i i , ly1 a b a b
i-a a-i 1Fa-bFd
for all 1 F i F d.
Then because
d




l lx h q x ¤ y x ¤ y rÝ Ý Ýi i , ly2 a ia a a i i , ly1ž /
is1 i-a a-i
d d
l ls x h q x x ¤ y x x ¤ y x rÝ Ý Ý Ýi i , ly2 i a ia i a a i i i , ly1
1s1 i-a a-i is1
d d
s x h y x rÝ Ýi i , ly2 i i , ly1
1s1 is1
d
ly1’ x h mod I ,Ý i i , ly2
1s1
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d Ž . ly1 ly1we have Ý x h ’ Ý a x y a x ¤ mod I . Hence1s1 i i, ly2 1F a - b F d a b b a a b
Ž .by 6.7
d
ly1 ly1a h q a x y a x ¤ ’ 0 mod I . 6.10Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i , ly3 a b b a a b
1s1 1Fa-bFd
Ž . Ž .Because congruence 6.9 is supplied if l 4 0, passing to 6.10 , we get
Ž . d Ž6.9 also for the case l s 2. Hence Ý a h q Ý a x yis1 i i0 1F a - b F d a b
. 2 2a x ¤ ’ 0 mod I so thatb a a b
d
2 2 2a h q x x y x ¤ g I .Ý Ý Ýi i0 a ia a a iž /
is1 i-a a-i
Let y s h q Ý x ¤ 2 y Ý x ¤ 2 for each 1 F i F d. Then y g Q:i i0 i- a a ia a - i a a i i
Ž Ž ..m for all 1 F i F d cf. proof of Corollary 2.10 . Note that
d d
2 2x y s x h q x ¤ y x ¤Ý Ý Ý Ýy i i i0 a ia a a iž /
is1 is1 i-a a-i
d
s x hÝ i i0
is1
’ x mod I
Ž .by 6.6 . Additionally, we readily get x g I because x y g Q for alli i
Ž .1 F i F d. This proves Proposition 6.5 .
Ž .We are now ready to prove Theorem 6.1 .
Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 6.1 . By Theorem 4.9 we may assume d G 2 and
Ž .our assertion is true for d y 1. Then f is G F -regular by Proposition
Ž .Ž . 0 Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 Ž . Ž .5.8 1 . A H G ( TrR 1 by Corollary 5.6 1 and M ? H G s 0M M
Ž .Ž . Ž .by Theorem 5.2 1 , we have fT : R. So from Lemma 6.4 the exact
sequence
r «
0 “ TrR y1 “ G “ G I “ 0 6.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
of graded R-modules follows, in which G s Grf G and « is the canonical
0 0Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..epimorphism. We have GrH G ( G I rH G I as graded A-alge-M M
0ŽŽ .Ž .. Ž .bras because t TrR y1 : H G .M
Ž . Ž .CLAIM 6.12 . G I is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž . iŽ n . Ž .Proof of Claim 6.12 . Let H f ; ) i g Z denote the ith Koszul
cohomology functor associated to the sequence f ns f n, f n, . . . , f n with1 2 dy1
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iŽ n . i Ž . Ž .n G 1. Apply the functors H f ; ) and H ) i g Z to exact sequenceM
Ž .6.11 . In addition, for each i F d y 2, we get a commutative diagram
i i6Ž . Ž Ž ..H f ; G H f ; G I
6 6
ii ww GŽ I .G
i i6Ž . Ž Ž ..H G H G I S “ 0M M
with exact bottom row, where the vertical maps are canonical homomor-
i i Žphisms into inductive limits. Note w is an epimorphism as so is w cf.GŽ I . G
qw Ž .x .T, 3.4 ; recall f , f , . . . , f is, by definition, a d -sequence on G .1 2 dy1
qŽ .Ž . Ž .Hence by Proposition 5.1 4 f , f , . . . , f is a d -sequence on G I1 2 dy1
Ž .and so by the hypothesis of induction on d the ring G I is Buchsbaum.
Let j , j , . . . , j be the system of generators for V s m q R given by1 2 n 1
Ž .Lemma 6.2 . We write j s x q b t with x g m and b g I for eachi i i i i
1 F i F n. Then for any sequence 1 F i - i - ??? - i F n of inte-1 2 dy1
gers we have
0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .CLAIM 6.13 . j , j , . . . , j G l H G s 0 .i i i M1 2 dy1
Ž .Proof of Claim 6.13 . Without loss of generality we may assume i s aa
0Ž . Ž .for all 1 F a F d y 1. Let j g j , j , . . . , j G l H G and look at1 2 dy1 M
Ž . Ž . Ž .exact sequence 6.11 . Then as G I is a Buchsbaum ring by Claim 6.12
0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. w Ž .xand as « j g j , j , . . . , j G I l H G I , we see by T, 2.31 2 dy1 M
2 ÄŽ . Žthat « j s 0. Hence j s a xt mod fG for some x g I recall TrR sd
w x Ž .Ž .. 2 dy1Ž .TrR ; cf. Proposition 5.8 2 . Write a xt ’ Ý x q b t ? h q fh1 d is1 i i i d
y1 Ž .mod t R9 with h g R for 1 F i F d. Let h 0 F p g Z denote thei i p
coefficient of t p in h . Then comparing the coefficients of t 2 in both sidesi
of the foregoing congruence, we get
dy1 dy1
3a x ’ x h q b h q a h mod I ,Ý Ýd i i2 i i1 d d1
is1 is1
Ž . dy1 2 Ž .whence a x y h y Ý b h g m I . Let Q9 s b , . . . , b , a andd d1 is1 i i1 1 dy1 d
Ž Ž ..recall that Q9 is a minimal reduction of I cf. Lemma 6.3 . Then because
2 2 dy1 Ž . Ž .m I s mQ9 and Ý b h g b , b , . . . , b , we see a x y h gis1 i i1 1 2 dy1 d d1
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž 2 .b , b , . . . , b q Q9 s b , b , . . . , b q a . Consequently x y1 2 dy1 1 2 dy1 d
Ž .h y a y g b , b , . . . , b for some y g A. Hence x g I so thatd1 d 1 2 dy1
2a xt s f ? xtg f G. Thus j s 0.d
0 0Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .As GrH G ( G I rH G I and as the ring G I is Buchsbaum byM M
0Ž . Ž . w Ž .xClaim 6.12 , GrH G is also a Buchsbaum ring by SV2, Chap. I, 1.11 .M
Therefore the sequence j , j , . . . , j is a dq-sequence on the local ringi i i1 2 dy10w Ž .x Ž Ž .Ž .. Ž .GrH G cf. Definition 1.3 3 and so, thanks to Claim 6.13 andM M
qw Ž .xT, 2.3 , it forms a d -sequence on G as well. Because by TheoremM
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Ž .Ž . i Ž . Ž . q5.2 1 M ? H G s 0 for all i F d y 1 and j , j , . . . , j is a d -se-M i i i1 2 dy1w Ž . Ž .xquence on G , by T, 1.7 and 2.4 we see f , j , j , . . . , j is aM i i i1 2 dy1
dq-sequence on G . Hence by definition, f l, j , j , . . . , j is a dq-se-M i i i1 2 dy1
quence on G for all l G 1. Because j , j , . . . , j is a system of genera-M 1 2 n
w Ž .xtors for the maximal ideal M in R, by T, 3.3 this observation guaran-
l 0 Ž .tees that Grf G is a Buchsbaum ring for all l G 1. Let W s H G . ThenM
Ž . 2 Ž .Ž .because MW s 0 and Grf G is a Buchsbaum ring, by Definition 1.3 2
Ž 2 .the ring Gr f G q W is Buchsbaum. Consequently GrW is a Buchs-
w Ž .x Žbaum ring by SV2, Chap. I, 2.19 , because f is GrW-regular note that
Ž . Ž . 2W s 0 : f s 0 : f , which follows from the fact f , f , . . . , f is aG G 1 2 d
.d-sequence on G in any order . Let us summarize the preceding discussion
into the following
Ž .CLAIM 6.14 . The rings GrW and G are Buchsbaum.
Ž .To finish the proof of Theorem 6.1 we need the following.
Ž . Ž .CLAIM 6.15 . Let q s c , c , . . . , c be a minimal reduction of I. Then1 2 d
the elements c t, c t, . . . , c t form a dq-sequence on G. Hence I 3 s q I 2.1 2 d
Ž .Proof of Claim 6.15 . Choose an element b g I so that the ideals
Ž . Ž .b, c , . . . , c and b, a , . . . , a are minimal reductions of I. Then f s2 d 2 d
q i Ž . Ž .f , f , . . . , f , bt is a d -sequence on G, because f ? H G s 0 for alld 2 dy1 M
Ž w Ž .xi F d y 1 and because G is Buchsbaum cf. T, 2.4 . Hence so is
Ž .f , . . . , f , bt on G. Therefore by Claim 6.14 GrbtG is a Buchsbaum ring.2 d
For the same reason as in the earlier test, the elements bt, c t, . . . , c t2 d
form a dq-sequence on G so that the ring Grc t ? G is Buchsbaum. Henced
c t, c t, . . . , c t is a dq-sequence on G. The last assertion follows from1 2 d
Ž .Ž .Lemma 5.7 1 .
Ž .We are now in position to finish the proof of Theorem 6.1 . To see G is
w Ž .x Ž .a Buchsbaum ring, by T, 3.3 and Claim 6.14 it suffices to show
Ž . Ž .j , j , . . . , j G l W s 0 for any sequence 1 F i - i - ??? - i F ni i i 1 2 d1 2 d
of integers. To check it we may assume without loss of generality that
3 Ž . 2 Ž .i s a for all 1 F a F d. Then I s b , b , . . . , b I by Claim 6.15 .a 1 2 d
Ž . ŽLet r g j , j , . . . , j G l W and recall that W s W cf. Theorem1 2 d 0
Ž .Ž .. Ž .5.2 1 . Then, writing r s x with x g A, we have x g j , j , . . . , j G.1 2 d
Ž .Hence r s 0 because x g I by Proposition 6.5 .
Ž .7. BUCHSBAUMNESS IN R I
Let f s a t. We put A s Ara A, I s Ira A, and Q s Qra A. Be-d d d d
sides, we maintain the same notation as given in Section 6. The purpose of
this section is to prove that G is a Buchsbaum ring if so is R. We begin
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with the following
Ž . 3 2PROPOSITION 7.1 . I s QI if R is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž .Proof. By Theorem 4.13 we may assume d G 2. Let a s a s 00 dq1
Ž < . 2for convention. We put a s a y a t 2 F i F d q 1 R. Let x g I andi iy1
write x s Ýd a x with x g A. Then a ? xt 2 ’ x ? a t ’ a x mod a. Letis1 i i i 1 2 3
1 F i F d and note that a a ’ a ? a t ’ a ? a ’ a ? a t mod a. Theni 3 i 2 2 iq1 1 iq1
2 d Ž d .because a ? xt ’ a x s Ý a a ? x ’ a Ý x a t mod a , we have1 3 is1 i 3 i 1 is1 i iq1
2 d  4xt y Ý x a t g a: a . Because a y a t forms a system ofis1 i iq1 1 i iy1 1F iF dq1
Ž w Ž .x.parameters for the Buchsbaum local ring R cf., e.g., GS, 2.2 , we getM
Ž . Ž Ž .Ž ..M R ? a: a R : a R cf. Definition 1.3 2 . Choose j g R _ M soM 1 M M
Ž 2 d . Ž 2that j M ? xt y Ý x a t : a. Let y g I. Then as j ? yt ? xt yis1 i iq1
d .Ý x a t g a , we may writeis1 i iq1
d dq1
2j ? yt ? xt y x a t s a y a t jŽ .Ý Ýi iq1 i iy1 iž /
is1 is2
Ž . pwith j g R. Let j and j 0 F p g Z denote the coefficients of t in ji p i p
and j , respectively. Then comparing the coefficients of t 3 in both sides ofi
the previous equation, we find
d dq1 dq1
j yx y j yx a s a j y a j ,Ý Ý Ý0 1 i iq1 i i3 iy1 i2
is1 is2 is2
whence j yx g QI 2. Because j is invertible in A, this implies yx g QI 2.0 0
Thus I 3 s QI 2.
We note the following result on Buchsbaumness in S s Arm m R.A
Ž .THEOREM 7.2 . The following conditions are equi¤alent.
Ž . 3 21 S is a Buchsbaum ring and I s QI .
Ž . i Ž . w i Ž .x Ž .2 H S s H S for all i F d y 1 and a S F 2 y d.M M 2yi
w xWhen this is the case, TrR s TrR if d G 2.1
Ž . Ž .Proof. By Propositions 2.4 and 2.7 we may assume that d G 2 and
w Ž .xthat our assertion holds true for d y 1. Also by G2, 3.1 we may assume
Ž .that the ring S is Buchsbaum. Choose a so that f s a t is G F -regular.d d
Ž Ž .Ž .. 1 Ž .Then f is S-regular too cf. proof of Lemma 2.5 1 . As H R (M
1 Ž . 1 Ž . Ž Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž ..H S and H R ( TrR cf. Propositions 2.4 1 and 5.3 3 , we getM M
Ž .Ž .fT : R. Hence, letting S s Srf S , by Lemma 6.4 3 we get an exact
sequence
0 “ TrS y1 “ S “ S I “ 0. aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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i Ž . Ž .Apply the functors H ) to a . Additionally, we get isomorphismsM
0 i iTrR y1 ( H S and H S ( H S I for i G 1. bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .M M M
0Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore S I is a Buchsbaum ring, because S I ( SrH S and S isM
f
Ž .Buchsbaum. On the other hand, from the exact sequence 0 “ S y1 “ S
“ S “ 0, we have exact sequences
i i iq10 “ H S “ H S “ H S y1 “ 0 for i F d y 2 cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M
and
f
dy1 dy1 d d0 “ H S “ H S “ H S y1 “ H S “ 0 dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M M
1 Ž . Ž . Ž .of local cohomology modules. In particular H S ( TrR by b and c .M
3 2Ž . Ž .1 « 2 . As I s QI , by the hypotheses of induction on d we see
i iŽ Ž .. w Ž Ž ..x Ž Ž ..H S I s H S I for i F d y 2 and a S I F 3 y d. Conse-M M 2yi
i iŽ . Ž . w Ž .x Ž .quently by b , H S s H S for 1 F i F d y 2 and a S F 3 yM M 2yi
Ž . i Ž . w i Ž .xd. Therefore if d G 3, by c we have H S s H S for 1 F i F dM M 2yi
1 Ž .y 1. Let d s 2. Then from the isomorphism H S ( TrR we seeM
1w Ž .x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H S s 0 for all n F 0, while a S F 1 by d because a S F 1.M n 1
1 Ž . w 1 Ž .x i Ž . w i Ž .xHence H S s H S . In any case we have H S s H SM M 1 M M 2yi
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for all i F d y 1. As a S F a S y 1 by d , the inequality a S F 2 y d
follows.
Ž . Ž . w x2 « 1 . That TrR s TrR follows from the isomorphism TrR (1
1 Ž . 1 Ž . w 1 Ž .x Ž .H S , because H S s H S by our assumption. As a S F 2 yM M M 1 i
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..i for all i g Z, from d we have a S F 3 y d whence a S I F 3 y d
i i iŽ . Ž . w Ž .x Ž . Ž .by b . Similarly, because H S s H S , by c we get H S sM M 2yi M
i i iw Ž .x Ž . Ž Ž .. w Ž Ž ..xH S for i F d y 2. Hence by b H S I s H S I forM 2yi M M 2yi
3 2i F d y 2. Therefore I s QI by the hypothesis of induction on d, so that
3 2 Ž 3. 3I s QI q a A l I . We have a A l I : a A l F s a F , as f isd d d 3 d 2
Ž . w x 3 2G F -regular. Because TrR s TrR , this implies a A l I s a I so1 d d
3 2 Ž .that I s QI . This completes the proof of Theorem 7.2 .
Let me quickly finish the case of dim A s 2. To do this I need Lemma
Ž . Ž Ž ..7.3 . Later I will give its complete generalization Proposition 9.1 .
Ž .LEMMA 7.3 . Let d s 2. Then the following conditions are equi¤alent
Ž .1 G is a Buchsbaum ring and depth G G 1.
Ž . 3 2 Ž 2 2 . 3 Ž 2 2 .2 I s QI and a , a l I s a , a I.1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. 1 « 2 . See Lemma 5.7 1 and Proposition 5.8 3 . Note
Ä Ž .Ž .I s I by Corollary 5.6 1 .
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Ž . Ž . n2 « 1 . Let a s a , b s a , f s at, and g s bt. We claim aA l I1 2
s aI ny1 and bA l I n s bI ny1 for all n g Z. For, let x g aA l I 2. Then
2 3 2 2 2 2 Ž 2 2 . 3ax g a A l I . Hence ax g a I q a A l b I s a I, because a , b l I
Ž 2 2 .s a , b I by our assumption. Thus x g aI. Let n G 3 and assume
aA l I ny1 s aI ny2. Then because I n s QI ny1, we see aA l I n s aI ny1
ny1 ny1 Ž ny1. n ny1q aA l bI s aI q b aA l I . Hence aA l I s aI . Simi-
larly we get bA l I n s bI ny1 for all n g Z. Therefore f and g are
G-regular and so depth G G 1.
Ž 2 2 .Let a s a , b .
Ž . 2 2CLAIM 7.4 . abI l a I s abQI.
Ž . 2 2Proof of Claim 7.4 . Let x g I and assume abx g a I . We will show
x g QI. First write x s ay q bz with y, z g A. Then a2 ? by q b2 ? az s a2j
q b2r for some j , r g I 2. Because by y j g b2A, we have by g bA l I 2
s bI whence y g I. Similarly z g I so that x g QI.
Ž 2 2 . Ž .Let w : Gr f , g G “ G Ira be the canonical epimorphism and
K s Ker w. Notice that I 5 s a I 3, I 4 s Q2I 2 : Q3 : a , and a l I 3 s a I.
w Ž 2 2 . x 4 2Then we readily find K s K and K s Gr f , g G s I ra I (4 4 4
2 2 2 Ž . 2abI rabI l a I . In addition, by Claim 7.4 we get K ( I rQI whence4
Ž . Ž 2 .l K s l I rQI . Consequently,G A
l Gr f 2 , g 2 G y e 2 2 GŽ .Ž .Ž . Ž f g .GG
2 2s l K q l G Ira y e GŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž f , g .GG G
2s l I rQI q l Ara y e AŽ . Ž .Ž . aA A
s l I 2rQI .Ž .A
Ž .Ž .On the other hand, by the proof of Proposition 5.8 4 we see
l Gr f , g G y e G s l I 2rQI .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž f , g .GG A
Ž . qTherefore by Proposition 5.1 the elements f , g form a d -sequence on
Ž .G, so that G is a Buchsbaum ring by Theorem 6.1 .
Ž . 3 2LEMMA 7.5 . Suppose d s 2 and I s QI . Then
ÄnŽ .1 F s I for all n g Z.n
Ä 2Ž . w x2 TrR s TrR and MT : R, if II s I .1
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Ž . 0 Ž .Proof. Choose a, b g A so that Q s a, b and at is GrH G -regu-M
Ž n. l Ž n. lq1 Žlar. Let x g F with n G 2. Then I x : I for some l G 1 cf.n
Ž .Ž .. n lqn n lqny2 2 n lqny2 2Proposition 5.3 1 . Because I s Q I and Q I s
an lqny2I 2 q bQn lqny3I 2, we may write an l x s an lqny2 y q bz with y g I2
n lqny3 2 n lŽ ny2 . ny2and z g Q I . Hence a x y a y s bz. Let x y a y s b¤
and z s an l ¤ with ¤ g A. Then because z s an l ¤ g Qn lqny3I 2 :
Qn lqny2, we find ¤ g Qny2. Consequently, because z s an l ¤ g I n lqny1,
n l ny2 ny2 0Ž . Ž .we get at ? ¤t s 0 in G whence ¤t g H G by the choice of at.M
Žny1.m ny2 Ž .Choose an integer m G 1 so that M ¤t s 0 . Then because&
ny1 m ny1 mq1 ny1 ny2Ž . Ž .I ¤ : I , we have ¤ g I s F . Therefore x s a y qny1
b¤ g any2I 2 q bF and F s any2I 2 q bF for all n G 2. Thus theny1 n ny1
ny2 2 ny1 Ä Äninduction on n shows F s Q I q b I for n G 2 so that F s I forn n
Ä 2 nall n g Z. If II s I , we furthermore have F s I for all n G 2. Hencen
w x Ž . Ž .TrR s TrR . We have M ? TrR s 0 because m I : I by Proposition1
Ž .Ž .5.3 1 .
Ž . 3 2THEOREM 7.6 . Suppose d s 2 and I s QI . Then the following three
conditions are equi¤alent.
Ž . i Ž . Ž .1 M ? H R s 0 for all i F 2.M
Ž . i Ž . Ž .2 M ? H G s 0 for all i F 1.M
2 2 3 2 2 Ä Ä 2Ž . Ž . Ž .3 a , a l I s a , a I and II s I .1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .When this is the case, R and G are Buchsbaum rings with I R s I G s
Ž 2 .l I rQI .A
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 7.6 . By Lemma 7.5 1 T s R I and G F s G I .
Ž . Ž Ž ..If condition 1 resp., 2 is satisfied, then MT : R by Proposition
Ä 2Ž .Ž . Ž Ž .Ž ..5.3 3 resp., Corollary 5.6 1 so that II s I . Therefore to prove
Ž . Ž .Ž . w xTheorem 7.6 , by Lemma 7.5 2 we may assume TrR s TrR and1
ÄŽ . Ž . ŽM ? TrR s 0 . Note the ideal I has minimal multiplicity cf. Corollary
Ä3 Ä2Ž ..5.4 and I s QI .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 « 1 . By Corollary 5.11 and Proposition 7.3 T is a Buchsbaum
2 Ž .ring. Let N be the graded maximal ideal in T. Then because H R (M
2 Ž . Ž .Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .H T by Proposition 5.3 3 and N ? H T s 0 , we get M ? H R sM M M
Ž . 0 Ž . Ž . 1 Ž . i Ž . Ž .0 . As H R s 0 and H R ( TrR, this shows MH R s 0 forM M M
i F 2.
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m 2 « 3 . Let a s T and look at the exact sequences 0 “ aq
ÄŽ . Ž .“ T “ A “ 0 and 0 “ a 1 “ T “ G I “ 0. Recall that depth T G 2R
2 Ž . 2 Ž . Ž Ž ..and H R ( H T cf. Proposition 5.3 . Then applying the functorsM M
i Ž . 2 Ž .H ) to the previous exact sequences, we get the embeddings H a :M M
2 1 Ä 2 1 Ä 2Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž .H T and H G I : H a 1 whence H G I : H R 1 .M M M M M
1 ÄŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž .Therefore M ? H G I s 0 , if condition 1 is satisfied. On the otherM
1 1 ÄŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..hand, by Corollary 5.6 2 we have an epimorphism H G ‚ H G I .M M
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1 ÄŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž .Hence M ? H G I s 0 , if condition 2 is satisfied. Consequently, toM
Ž . Ž . Ž . i Ž .show the implications 1 m 2 « 3 , it suffices to prove that M ? H GM
1 ÄŽ . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .s 0 for i F 1 together with assertion 3 , assuming M ? H G I s 0 .M
1 Ä ÄŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž . ŽLet M ? H G I s 0 and note a t is G I -regular cf. PropositionM 2
ÄŽ .Ž .. Ž . Ž .5.3 5 . We put J s Ira A. Then by Theorem 4.9 G J is a Buchsbaum2
q Ä 1 ÄŽ . Ž Ž .ring. Hence a t, a t is a d -sequence on G I , because a t ? H G I s1 2 2 M
Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž w Ž . Ž .x.0 and G I ra t ? G I ( G J cf. T, 1.7 and 2.4 . Therefore by2
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .Theorem 6.1 G I is a Buchsbaum ring. So by Lemma 7.3 we get
2 2 3 2 2 ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .a , a l I s a , a I whence assertion 3 follows. Look at the exact1 2 1 2
sequence
1 1 Ä0 “ TrR “ H G “ H G I “ 0 7.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .M M
1 Ä 1 ÄŽ .Ž . Ž Ž .. w Ž Ž ..xgiven by Corollary 5.6 2 and notice that H G I s H G I byM M y1
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž 1 Ž . Ž .. 1 Ž .Theorem 5.2 3 and 4 recall H T s 0 . In addition, we find H GM M
w 1 Ž .x w xis concentrated in degrees 1 and y1, possessing H G ( TrR andM 1 1
1 1 Ä 1 Ä 1w Ž .x w Ž Ž ..x Ž Ž .. Ž . ŽwH G ( H G I . Hence l H G s l IrI q l HM y1 M y1 M MG A A
Ä 1 0Ž Ž ..x . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G I and M ? H G s 0 . Because H G ( TrR 1 by Corol-y1 M M
Ž .Ž . i Ž . Ž .lary 5.6 1 , this proves M ? H G s 0 for i F 1.M
ÄŽ . Ž Ž ..Consider the last assertions. By Theorem 5.2 we see I G I s
1 Ä 2 Ä ÄŽw Ž Ž ..x . Ž . Ž .l H G I s l I rQI , because G I is a Buchsbaum ring andM y1A A
1 Ä 1 Ä 1 Ä 1Ž Ž .. w Ž Ž .x Ž Ž .. Ž . ŽwH G I s H G I . Hence l H G s l IrI q l HM M y1 M MG A A
Ä Ä 2 Ä 0Ž Ž ..x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G I s l IrI q l I rQI . Therefore because H G ( TrR 1 ,y1 MA A
0 1 Ä ÄŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . w Ž .we have I G s l H G q l H G s l IrI q l IrI qM MG G A A
2 Ä Ä 2 Ä 2Ž .x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l I rQI s 2 l IrI q l I rQI , so that I G s l I rQI becauseA A A A
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .l QIrQI s 2 l IrI note IrI [ IrI ( QIrQI . On the other hand, byA A
Ž .Ž .the proof of Proposition 5.8 4 we have
l Gr f , f G y e G s l I 2rQI ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 Ž f , f .GG A1 2
Ž . qwhence by Proposition 5.1 f , f is a d -sequence on G. Thus by1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Theorem 5.2 , Corollary 5.11 , and Theorem 6.1 both R and G are
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .Buchsbaum rings with I R s I G s l I rQI . This completes theA
Ž .proof of Theorem 7.6 .
Ž .LEMMA 7.8 . Suppose R is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž . Ž .1 Let d G 3. Then R I is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž . i Ž . w i Ž .x2 Let d G 2. Then H R s H R for all i F d.M M 2yi
Ž .3 Let d G 2. Then for each i F d y 1 there is a natural split exact
sequence
0 “ H i R “ H i G “ H iq1 R 1 “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M
of graded R-modules.
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Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. 1 By Proposition 5.3 3 we get MT : R. The scheme Proj G
Ž .is Cohen]Macaulay, because so is Proj R. Hence by Corollary 5.6
i Ž Ž .. Ž . i Ž . Ž .H G F i / d are finitely generated because so are H G i / d .M M
Ž .Ž . Ž .Consequently, by Proposition 5.3 5 f is G F -regular. Therefore by
Ž .Ž .Lemma 6.4 1 we get the exact sequence
w
0 “ A [ TrR y1 “ R “ R I “ 0 aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .p
with R s Rrf R a Buchsbaum ring, in which w denotes the canonical
i Ž . Ž . Ž .epimorphism. Apply the functors H ) i g Z to exact sequence a .M
0 iŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Additionally, we have isomorphisms TrR y1 ( H R and H R (M M
i Ž Ž .. Ž .H R I 1 F i F d y 2 together with the exact sequenceM
ady1 dy1 d0 “ H R “ H R I “ H A . bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .M M m
Ž .On the other hand, by Proposition 5.12 S is a Buchsbaum ring. Hence
Ž . Ž .from the proof of Theorem 7.2 we see S I is a Buchsbaum ring too.
3 2 3 2Ž .Because I s QI by Proposition 7.1 , we get I s QI . Therefore by
Ž . Ž Ž .Theorem 7.2 applied to the ideal I, we have a S I F 3 y d, whence
Ž Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .a R I F 3 y d by Proposition 2.4 3 and 4 . Consequently, if d ) 3,dy1
dy1w Ž Ž ..x Ž .then H R I s 0 for n G 0 and so the homomorphism a in exactM n
Ž .sequence b has to be 0. Hence, for all 1 F i F d y 1 we get isomor-
i iŽ . Ž Ž ..phisms H R ( H R I induced from the canonical epimorphism w :M M
Ž .R “ R I . Therefore a simple use of the subjectivity criterion for Buchs-
Ž .baumness guarantees that R I is a Buchsbaum ring as so is R.
Ž .Assume d s 3. This time, to see that R I is Buchsbaum, by Theorem
2Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..7.6 it is enough to check M ? H R I s 0 . Recall that a R I F 0M 2
2 2w Ž Ž ..x w Ž .xand let x g H R I with n F 0. If n - 0, then because H R (M n M n
2w Ž Ž ..x Ž . Ž .H R I by exact sequence b , we have Mx s 0 . Let n s 0. ThenM n
2 2Ž . w Ž Ž ..x w Ž Ž ..xR ? x s 0 . Because H R I is an A-submodule of H C I byq M 0 N 0
Ž . Ž Ž ..2.2 here N denotes the unique graded maximal ideal of R Q , we get
2Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .m x s 0 as well. Hence Mx s 0 . Thus M ? H R I s 0 .M
Ž . 3 2 Ž .2 Suppose d s 2. Then because I s QI by Proposition 7.1 , by
Ž .Theorem 7.6 G is a Buchsbaum ring and so the assertion directly follows
Ž .Ž .from Theorem 5.2 3 . Let d G 3 assume that our assertion is true for
f
Ž .d y 1. Then from the exact sequence 0 “ R y1 “ R “ R “ 0, for each
i F d y 1 we get the exact sequence
i i iq10 “ H R “ H R “ H R y1 “ 0 cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M
of local cohomology modules. On the other hand, from the hypothesis of
i iŽ . w Ž .xinduction on d we see H R s H R for 1 F i F d y 2, becauseM M 2yi
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i iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..by 1 R I is a Buchsbaum ring and H R ( H R I for 1 F i F d yM M
Ž . i Ž . w i Ž .x2. Hence from exact sequence c it follows that H R s H RM M 2yi
for all 1 F i F d y 1.
Ž . Ž .Ž .3 By Theorem 5.2 4 we may assume d G 3. Let a s R andq
consider the exact sequences
0 “ a “ R “ A “ 0 dŽ .
and
0 “ a 1 “ R “ G “ 0. eŽ . Ž .
i Ž . Ž . Ž .Apply the functors H ) i g Z to them. Additionally, by e we get aM
long exact sequence
b
i i iq1 iq1??? “ H R “ H G “ H a 1 “ H R “ ??? fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M M
Ž . i Ž .of local cohomology modules, while by d the isomorphism H a (M
i Ž . Ž .H R i F d y 1 and the exact sequenceM
g
d d d0 “ H a “ H R “ H A . gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M m
i Ž . w i Ž .x i Ž .Now recall that H R s H R for all i F d whence H a sM M 2yi M
w i Ž .x Ž .H a as well. Then we see g s 0 in exact sequence g becauseM 2yi
Ž .2 y d - 0, while b s 0 in sequence f for all i F d y 1 because
iq1Ž .Ž . w iq1Ž .Ž .x iq1Ž . w iq1Ž .xH a 1 s H a 1 and H R s H R . Conse-M M y i M M 1y i
iq1Ž . iq1Ž .quently, replacing H a by H R , for each i F d y 1 we get a shortM M
exact sequence
0 “ H i R “ H i G “ H iq1 R 1 “ 0 hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M
i Ž .of local cohomology modules. Hence, H G is concentrated in degreesM
i Ž . Ž . w i Ž .yi and 2 y i and so we have R ? H G s 0 . Because H G (q M M yi
w iq1Ž .x w i Ž .x w i Ž .x i Ž . Ž .H R and H G ( H R , we get m ? H G s 0 .M 1yi M 2yi M 2yi M
i Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus M ? H G s 0 so that sequence h is split. This completes theM
Ž .proof of Lemma 7.8 .
Ž .The next lemma will play a key role in the proof of Theorem 7.12 and
Ž . Ž .those of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 as well.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 7.9 . Let d G 2 and suppose that G I is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž . i Ž . Ž .Then G is a Buchsbaum ring if and only if 1 H G i / d are all finitelyM
Ž . i Ž . Ž . Ž . w xgenerated. 2 f ? H G s 0 for all i F d y 1, and 3 TrR s TrR .M 1
Ž Ž .Ž .Proof. The only if part is clear see Theorem 5.2 1 and Corollary
Ž .Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .5.6 1 for condition 3 . Assume three conditions 1 , 2 , and 3 are
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Ž .Ž . Ž .fulfilled. Then by Proposition 5.3 5 f is G F -regular, because by
Ž . i Ž Ž .. Ž . Žassumption 1 H G F i / d are finitely generated cf. CorollaryM
Ž .. Ž . Ž .Ž .5.6 . Because fT : R by assumption 3 , by Lemma 6.4 2 we get the
exact sequence
«
0 “ TrR y1 “ G “ G I “ 0 7.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
where G s Grf G and « is the canonical epimorphism. Note that
q 0 0Ž . Ž .f , f , . . . , f is a d -sequence on GrH G , because the ring GrH G1 2 dy1 M M
0Ž Ž . Ž Ž ...s G I rH G I is Buchsbaum.M
0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .CLAIM 7.11 . f , f , . . . , f G l H G s 0 .1 2 dy1 M
0Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of Claim 7.11 . Let j g f , f , . . . , f G l H G . Then be-1 2 dy1 M
Ž . Ž . Ž .cause G I is Buchsbaum, we get « j s 0 in exact sequence 7.10 . Write
Ž w x Ž ..j s a ? xt mod f G with x g I recall TrR s TrR by assumpion 3 .d 1
Ž .Then because j g f , f , . . . , f G, we have1 2 dy1
d
y1a t ? xt ’ f h mod t R9Ýd i i
is1
w x Ž .for some h g R 1 F i F d . Let h s b t with b g I. Then a x ’i 1 i i i d
d 3 3 Ž .Ý a b mod I . Hence a x g QI because I : QI. Therefore a x y yis1 i i d d
Ž .g a , a , . . . , a for some y g I, so that x g I because x y y g1 2 dy1
Ž .a , a , . . . , a . Thus a t ? xtg f G whence j s 0 in G.1 2 dy1 d
Ž . w Ž .xBy Claim 7.11 and T, 2.3 the elements f , f , . . . , f form a1 2 dy1
q w Ž . Ž .xd -sequence on G. Hence by T, 1.7 and 2.4 it follows from assump-
Ž . Ž . qtions 1 and 2 that f , f , . . . , f is a d -sequence on G, so that by1 2 d
Ž .Theorem 6.1 the ring G is Buchsbaum.
Concluding this section, we prove the following
Ž .THEOREM 7.12 . The ring G is Buchsbaum if so is R.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By Theorem 4.13 , Proposition 7.1 , and Theorem 7.6 we may
Ž .assume d G 3 and our assertion is true for d y 1. Then G I is a
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . i Ž .Buchsbaum ring by Lemma 7.8 1 . By Lemma 7.8 3 we have f ? H GM
Ž . 1 Ž . Ž .Ž .s 0 for all i F d y 1. Because H R ( TrR by Proposition 5.3 3 ,M
Ž .Ž . w x i Ž . Ž .from Lemma 7.8 2 we see TrR s TrR . As H G i / d are1 M
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .finitely generated, conditions 1 , 2 , and 3 in Lemma 7.9 are fulfilled,
whence the ring G is Buchsbaum.
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Ž . Ž .8. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.2
Ž . Ž .In this section we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 . Let us maintain the
notation in Section 7. We begin with the following
Ž .THEOREM 8.1 . The following conditions are equi¤alent.
Ž .1 G is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž . 3 2 i Ž . w i Ž .x w i Ž .x2 I s QI and H G s H G q H G for all i FM M yi M 2yi
d y 1.
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. By Theorem 5.2 1 and Lemma 5.7 1 it suffices to show the
Ž . Ž . Ž .implication 2 « 1 . By Theorem 4.9 we have done with the case d s 1.
Let d G 2 and assume our implication holds true for d y 1.
Ž . w xCLAIM 8.2 . TrR s TrR and M t : R.1
Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 Ž .Proof of Claim 8.2 . It suffices by Corollary 5.6 1 to show H G sM
w 0 Ž .xH G . Let a s R and consider the exact sequences 0 “ a “ R “ AM 0 q
Ž . 1 Ž .“ 0 and 0 “ a 1 “ R “ G “ 0. Then we get an isomorphism H a (M
1 Ž . 0 Ž . 1 Ž .Ž .H R together with the exact sequence 0 “ H G “ H a 1 “M M M
1 Ž . 1 Ž . 1 Ž . 1 Ž .H R “ H G . So, replacing H a by H R , we have the followingM M M M
exact sequence
0 “ H 0 G “ H 1 R 1 “ H 1 R “ H 1 G aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M M
of local cohomology modules. Let n G 2 be an integer. Then because
Ž . Ž .a G F 1 by our assumption, we have by exact sequence a an epimor-1
w 1 Ž .x w 1 Ž .x w 1 Ž .x Ž .phism H R ‚ H R , from which that H R s 0 for allM nq1 M n M n
0 Ž . w 0 Ž .x Ž . w 1 Ž .Ž .xn G 2 follows. Hence, H G s H G by a , because H R 1 sM M 0 M n
Ž . Ž .0 for all n G 1. This proves Claim 8.2 .
i Ž . Ž . Ž i Ž .Because H G i / d are finitely generated note that R ? H G sM q M
Ž . . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 for i F d y 1 by our assumption , by Proposition 5.3 5 f is G F -
Ž .Ž .regular. Hence by Lemma 6.4 2 we get the exact sequence
0 “ TrR y1 “ G “ G I “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž .
with G s Grf G, from which the isomorphisms
i iH G ( H G I for i G 1 bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .M M
and the exact sequence
0 00 “ TrR y1 “ H G “ H G I “ 0 cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .M M
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i Ž . Ž .follow. On the other hand because f ? H G s 0 for all i F d y 1, byM
w Ž .Ž .xG3, 2.8 2 we have for each i F d y 2 an exact sequence of the form
i i iq10 “ H G “ H G “ H G y1 “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M
i i i iŽ . w Ž .x w Ž .x Ž .Hence, H G s H G q H G for i F d y 2, as H G sM M yi M 2yi M
w i Ž .x w i Ž .xH G q H G for all i F d y 1 by our assumption. Conse-M yi M 2yi
i i iŽ . Ž Ž .. w Ž Ž ..x w Ž Ž ..xquently, we have by b that H G I s H G I q H G IM M yi M 2yi
0 0Ž . Ž Ž .. w Ž Ž ..xfor 1 F i F d y 2, while we have by c that H G I s H G I qM M 0
0 3 2w Ž Ž ..xH G I . Hence, as I s QI , it follows from the hypothesis of induc-M 2
Ž . Ž .tion on d that the ring G I is Buchsbaum, so that by Lemma 7.9 the
ring G is Buchsbaum.
Ž . Ž Ž .The next result completes the proof of Theorem 1.2 cf. Theorem 5.2 ,
Ž . Ž ..Corollary 5.11 , and Theorem 7.12 .
Ž .THEOREM 8.3 . Let d G 2. Then the following three conditions are equi¤-
alent.
Ž .1 R is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž . 3 2 i Ž . w i Ž .x2 I s QI and H R s H R for all i F d.M M 2yi
Ž . 3 2 w d Ž .x Ž .3 I s QI , S is a Buchsbaum ring, and H R s 0 forM n
n - 2 y d.
i Ž . w i Ž .xWhen this is the case, we ha¤e H S s H S for i F d y 1 andM M 2yi
Ž . w i Ž .x w i Ž .xa S F 2 y d. There is a natural A-isomorphism H R ( H SM 2yi M 2yi
for each i F d y 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. 1 « 2 . See Proposition 7.1 and Lemma 7.8 2 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 « 3 . Let i F d y 1. Then by Proposition 2.4 1 we have
w i Ž .x w i Ž .x i Ž . w i Ž .xH R ( H S for all n g Z. Hence H S s H S (M n M n M M 2yi
w i Ž .x w Ž .xH R for i F d y 1 so that by G1, 3.1 the ring S is Buchsbaum.M 2yi
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . i Ž .3 « 2 . From Proposition 2.4 1 and Theorem 7.2 we see H RM
w i Ž .x Ž .Ž . Ž .s H R for i F d y 1. By Proposition 2.4 3 and 4 we haveM 2yi
Ž . Ž . Ž . d Ž .a R F 2 y d as a S F 2 y d by Theorem 7.2 . Hence H R sd M
w d Ž .x w d Ž .x Ž .H R , because H R s 0 for n - 2 y d by our assumption.M 2yd M n
Ž . Ž . i Ž . Ž .2 « 1 . Let a s R and apply H ) to the exact sequences aq M
Ž . Ž . Ž .0 “ a “ R “ A “ 0 and b 0 “ a 1 “ R “ G “ 0. Then by a we
i Ž . i Ž . i Ž . w i Ž .xget the embedding H a : H R whence H a s H a forM M M M 2yi
Ž .each i F d, while from b the long exact sequence
??? “ H i a 1 “ H i R “ H i G “Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M M
H iq1 a 1 “ H iq1 R “ ??? cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .M M
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iq 1Ž .Ž . w iq 1Ž .Ž .x i Ž .follows. Because H a 1 s H a 1 and H R sM M y i M
w i Ž .x Ž . i Ž . w i Ž .x w i Ž .xH R , we see from c that H G s H G q H G forM 2yi M M yi M 2yi
Ž .i F d y 1. Therefore by Theorem 8.1 the ring G is Buchsbaum, so that
Ž .by Corollary 5.11 the ring R is Buchsbaum too.
Let N be the unique graded maximal ideal in R9.
Ž . i Ž .LEMMA 8.4 . Let G be a Buchsbaum ring. Then for all i F dH R9 is aN
finitely graded R9-module.
Proof. Because dim R9rp s d q 1 for all p g Ass R9 and because the
X  4 wlocal ring R is Cohen]Macaulay for all p g Spec R9 _ N , by STC,p
Ž .x i Ž . Ž .3.8 we see H R9 i F d are finitely generated R9-modules. ChooseN
l i Ž . Ž .an integer l G 1 so that N ? H R9 s 0 for all i F d. Then the gradedN
ring R9rN l is finitely graded, because N l = M l and N l 2 tyl . Therefore
l i Ž .the graded R9rN -module H R9 has to be finitely graded for all i F d,N
because it is finitely generated as an R9rN l-module.
Ž . ŽThe next result completes the proof of Theorem 1.1 cf. Theorems
Ž . Ž ..6.1 and 8.1 .
Ž .THEOREM 8.5 . The following three conditions are equi¤alent.
Ž .1 R9 is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž .2 G is a Buchsbaum ring.
Ž . 3 2 i Ž . w i Ž .x3 I s QI and H R9 s H R9 for all i F d.N N 2yi
Ž . Ž .When this is the case, I R9 s I G and for each i F d y 1 there are
A-isomorphisms
i iq1 i iH G ( H R9 and H G ( H R9 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M N M Nyi 1yi 2yi 2yi
Ž . Ž . y1Proof. 1 « 2 . This is clear because G s R9rt R9.
Ž . Ž . 3 2 Ž .Ž .2 « 3 . The equality I s QI follows from Lemma 5.7 1 . Apply
i Ž . Ž . ty1the functors H ) to the exact sequence 0 “ R9 1 “ R9 “ G “ 0N
and get the long exact sequence
ty1i i iq1??? “ H R9 “ H G “ H R9 1 “Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N N N
H iq1 R9 “ H iq1 G “ ???Ž . Ž .N N
of local cohomology modules. Let n g Z and 0 F i F d y 1 be integers,
Ž .and look at the homogeneous components in a of degree n. Then
w i Ž .x Ž . Ž . Žbecause H G s 0 for p - yi and a G F 1 y i see TheoremsN p iq1
Ž . Ž .Ž .. Ž .4.9 and 5.2 1 , we have an epimorphism resp., a monomorphism
w iq1Ž .x ty1 w iq1Ž .x Ž .H R9 “ H R9 for n ) 1 y i resp., n - yi . HenceN nq1 N n
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iq1Ž . w iq1Ž .x iq1Ž .H R9 s H R9 for all i F d y 1 because H R9 is a finitelyN N 1yi N
Ž .graded R9-module by Lemma 8.4 .
Ž . Ž . i Ž . w iq1Ž .x iq1Ž Ž ..3 « 1 . Because H R9 s H R9 and hence H R9 1N N 1yi N
w iq1Ž .x Ž .s H R9 , from exact sequence a we get short exact sequencesN yi
0 “ H i R9 “ H i G “ H iq1 R9 1 “ 0 bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N N N
i Ž . w i Ž .x w i Ž .xfor i F d y 1. Hence H G s H G q H G for i F d y 1 soN N yi N 1yi
Ž .that by Theorem 8.1 the ring G is Buchsbaum. Therefore thanks to exact
Ž .sequence b and the surjectivity criterion for Buchsbaumness, we find the
Ž . w i Ž .Žxring R9 is Buchsbaum too. By b we get A-isomorphisms H G (N yi
w iq1Ž .x w i Ž .x w i Ž .xH R9 and H G ( H R9 for each i F d y 1. ThatN 1yi N 2yi N 2yi
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽI R9 s I G also follows from b use the equality
d y 1 d y 1 dq s ,ž / ž / ž / /i i y 1 i
Ž .which completes the proof of Theorem 8.5 .
We are closing this section with the following.
Ž .COROLLARY 8.6 . Suppose G is a Buchsbaum ring. Then the following
assertions hold true.
Ž . Ž n.1 The rings G I are Buchsbaum for all n G 1.
Ž . Ž n.2 Let d G 2. Then the rings R I are Buchsbaum for all n G 1.
Ž . Ž n.3 If depth G G 2, the rings R I are Cohen]Macaulay for all
n G d y 1.
Ž . Žn. X Ž n.Proof. 1 Let R9 s Ý R . Then R9 I is a direct summand ofig Z ni
Ž n. Žn. Ž n.R9 via the isomorphism R9 I ( R9 : R9. Therefore the ring R9 I is
Ž . Ž n.Buchsbaum as so is R9 by Theorem 8.5 , so that the ring G I is
Ž n. Ž n. y1 Ž n.Buchsbaum because G I s R I rt R9 I .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž n.2 and 3 . Assertion 2 follows from Corollary 5.11 , because R I
s R Žn. is a direct summand of R. Suppose depth G G 2 and let N be the
unique graded maximal ideal in R Žn.. Then depth R Žn. G 3, because
i Ž Žn.. i Ž .Žn.H R ( H R for all i g Z and because depth R G 3 by LemmaN M
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . i Ž Žn.. Ž .2.5 3 . If n G d y 1, by Theorem 5.2 3 we have H R s 0 forN
w i Ž .x Ž .3 F i F d because H R s 0 for any p g Z. Therefore the ringsM n p
Ž n.R I are Cohen]Macaulay for all n G d y 1.
9. EXAMPLES
In this section we give two examples to illustrate our theorems. We
begin with the following criterion, in which the notation is the same as is
used in previous sections.
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Ž .PROPOSITION 9.1 . The following conditions are equi¤alent.
Ž .1 G is a Buchsbaum ring and depth G G d y 1.
Ž . Ž . 3 2 Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .2 a I s QI , b a , . . . , a , . . . , a l I s a , . . . , a , . . . , a IÏ Ï1 i d 1 i d
Ž . Ž 2 2 2 . n Ž 2 2 2 . ny2for 1 F i F d, and c a , a , . . . , a l I s a , a , . . . , a I for 3 F1 2 d 1 2 d
n F d q 1.
Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. If condition 1 is satisfied, then by Definition 1.3 2 the
Ï Ž . Ž .sequence f , . . . , f , . . . , f is G-regular and so condition b in 2 is1 i d
w Ž .x Ž .Ž .fulfilled by VV, 2.7 . If the ring G is Buchsbaum, by Lemma 5.7 1
3 2 ŽI s QI . The converse is also true in the case where d s 1 cf. Theorem
Ž .. Ž .4.9 . Therefore to prove Proposition 9.1 we may assume that d G 2 and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 2 2 2 .that both conditions a and b in 2 are satisfied. Let a s a , a , . . . , a1 2 d
Ž 2 2 2 . Ž .and let w : Gr f , f , . . . , f G “ G Ira denote the canonical epimor-1 2 d
phism. We put K s Ker w.
Ž . Ž . Ž . n Ž . ny1CLAIM 9.2 . 1 a , . . . , a , . . . , a l I s a , . . . , a , . . . , a IÏ Ï1 i d 1 i d
for all 1 F i F d and n g Z.
Ž . dq2 d d 2 dq2 dy1 dq3 dq12 I s a I q Ł a ? I , I : a I , and I s a I .is1 i
Ž . 23 K ( I rQI.dq2
Ž . Ž .Proof of Claim 9.2 . 1 Let n G 3 and assume our assertion holds
Ž . n ny1true for n y 1. Let Q s a , . . . , a , . . . , a . Then because I s QI weÏi 1 i d
have
Q l I n s Q I ny1 q Q l a I ny1i i i i
ny1 ny1s Q I q a Q l Ii i i
s Q I ny1 q a ? Q I ny2 by the hypothesis of inductionŽ .i i i
s Q I ny1.i
Ž . dq2 d 2 dq2 d d 2 22 As I s Q I , we get I s a I q Ł a ? I . Because I :is1 i
Ž 3 2 . Ž .Q resp., I s QI , the second resp., third assertion follows from the
first.
Ž . d Ž . w3 Let b s Ł a . Then from 2 we see K s Gris 1 i dq 2
Ž 2 2 2 . x dq2 d 2 Ž 2 d.f , f , . . . , f G s I ra I ( bI r bI l a I . Hence, K (1 2 d dq2 dq2
2 Ž d . 2 Ž d . 2 2I r a I : b l I . We must show a I : b l I s QI. Let x g I with
d d 2 d wbx g a I and write bx s Ý a y with y g I . Then a a ??? a x yis1 i i i d 1 dy1
x Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 2 .a y g a , . . . , a . Therefore a ??? a x y a y g a , . . . , a ford d 1 dy1 1 dy1 d 1 dy1
some y g I d. Let 0 F i F d y 1 and assume a ??? a x y a y g1 i iq1
Ž 2 2 . Ž . iq1a , . . . , a q a , . . . , a for some y g I . Then a ??? a x y a y1 i iq2 d 1 i iq1
wŽ 2 2 . Ž .x iq2g a , . . . , a q a , . . . , a l I . On the other hand, because by1 i iq2 d
ÏŽ . w Ž .x1 and VV, 2.7 the sequence f , . . . , f , . . . , f is G-regular, we have1 iq1 d
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the sequence f 2, . . . , f 2, f , . . . , f is G-regular too, so that1 i iq2 d
2 2 iq2a , . . . , a q a , . . . , a l IŽ .Ž .1 i iq2 d
s a2 , . . . , a2 I i q a , . . . , a I iq1.Ž .Ž .1 i iq2 d
Ž 2 2 . Ž .Write a ??? a x y a y s a z q ??? qa z q a ¤ q ??? qa ¤1 i iq1 1 1 i i iq2 iq2 d d
i iq1 w xwith z g I and ¤ g I . If i G 1, then because a a ??? a x y a za b i 1 iy1 i i
Ž 2 2 . Ž .g a , . . . , a q a , . . . , a we have a ??? a x y a z g1 iy1 iq1 d 1 iy1 i
Ž 2 2 . Ž . ia , . . . , a q a , . . . , a for some z g I . So, the descending induc-1 iy1 iq1 d
Ž .tion on i yields x y a y g a , . . . , a I for some y g I and hence x g QI.1 2 d
Ž d . 2 2Thus a I : b l I s QI and K ( I rQI.dq2
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .CLAIM 9.3 . The equality l K s l I rQI holds if and only if a lG A
I n s a I ny2 for all 3 F n F d q 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of Claim 9.3 . We get K s 0 for n G d q 3 and l K sn dq2A
Ž 2 . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .l I rQI by Claim 9.2 2 and 3 . Hence l K s l I rQI if andA G A
Ž .only if K s 0 for n F d q 1. Additionally, the latter condition is equiva-n
lent to saying that a l I n s a I ny2 q a l I nq1 for all 3 F n F d q 1,
Ž n. Ž ny2 nq1. dq1 dy1because K ( a l I r a I q a l I . We have a l I s a In
dq1 dy1 dq2 dq2 dy1 Ž .Ž .if a l I s a I q a l I , as I : a I by Claim 9.2 2 .
Hence the descending induction on n shows a l I n s a I ny2 for all
3 F n F d q 1, once a l I n s a I ny2 q a l I nq1 for all 3 F n F d q 1.
The next claim is proved in exactly the same way as in the proof of
Ž .Ž . Ž .Proposition 5.8 4 and Lemma 7.3 .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .Claim 9.4 . 1 l Gr f , f , . . . , f G y e G s1 2 d Ž f , f , . . . , f .GG 1 2 d
Ž 2 .l I rQI .A
Ž . Ž Ž 2 2 2 . . Ž . Ž .2 2 22 l Gr f , f , . . . , f G y e G s l K .1 2 d Ž f , f , . . . , f .GG G1 2 d
Ž .We are now ready to prove Proposition 9.1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 « 2 . By Proposition 5.1 and Claim 9.4 we see l K sG
Ž 2 . Ž .l I rQI , because the ring G is Buchsbaum. From Claim 9.3 theA
equalities a l I n s a I n s a I ny2 for all 3 F n F d q 1 follow.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 « 1 . By Claims 9.3 and 9.4 we get
l Gr f , f , . . . , f G y e GŽ . Ž .Ž .1 2 d Ž f , f , . . . , f .GG 1 2 d
s l Gr f 2 , f 2 , . . . , f 2 G y e 2 2 2 G .Ž .Ž .Ž .1 2 d Ž f , f , . . . , f .GG 1 2 d
Ž . qTherefore by Proposition 5.1 f , f , . . . , f is a d -sequence on G. Hence1 2 d
Ž .by Theorem 6.1 the ring G is Buchsbaum. The inequality depth G G d y
Ž .Ž . Ž w Ž .x.1 follows from Claim 9.2 1 cf. VV, 2.7 .
Let k be an infinite field.
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Ž . w 4EXAMPLE 9.5 . Let m G d G 1 be integers. Let R s k X ,i 1F iF m
 4 xA , V be the polynomial ring in m q d q 1 variables over k andj 1F jF d
let
d
2a s X , X , . . . , X ? X , X , . . . , X , V q V y A XŽ . Ž . Ý1 2 m 1 2 m j jž /js1
in R. We put S s Rra and we let x , a , and ¤ denote, respectively, thei j
reductions of X , A , and V mod a. Let M s S , B s S , and m s MS .i j q M M
Ž .Let Q s a , a , . . . , a B and I s Q q ¤B. Let M denote the unique1 2 d
Ž .graded maximal ideal in R I . Then the following assertions hold true.
Ž . Ž .1 The local ring B, m is Cohen]Macaulay of dim B s d.
Ž . 2 3 2 22 m s Qm , I s QI , and m I s mQ. But I / QI.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 e B s m q 2 and r B s m q 1.m
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 The ring G I is Buchsbaum of depth G I s d y 1 and the ring
Ž . Ž Ž ..S I is Cohen]Macaulay of a S I s 2 y d.
Ž . Ž Ž .. dy1Ž Ž .. w dy1Ž Ž ..x5 I G I s 1 and H G I s H G I .M M 1yd
Ž . Ž . Ž .6 If d G 2, R I is a Buchsbaum ring of depth R I s d and
Ž Ž .. d Ž Ž .. w d Ž Ž ..xI R I s 1. We have H R I s H R I .M M 2yd
Ž . Ž n.7 If d G 3, the rings R I are Cohen]Macaulay for all n G d y 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 and 2 . Let q s a , a , . . . , a S and J s q q ¤S. Then1 2 d 'Ž .MJ s Mq. Let P s X , X , . . . , X , V R. Then P s a . Hence dim B s1 2 m
dim S s d. Because ¤ 2 s Ýd a x and ¤ 3 s 0, we get M 2 s q M andjs1 j j
3 2  4J s q J . Therefore a is a homogeneous system of parameters forj 1F jF d
w xthe graded ring S . Note Srq ( k X , X , . . . , X , V r1 2 m
Ž .2 Ž .X , X , . . . , X , V and we have l Srq s m q 2. Hence, to see that S1 2 m S
is a Cohen]Macaulay ring, it suffices to show
Ž . Ž .CLAIM 9.6 . e S s m q 2.q
'Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of Claim 9.6 . We have e S s l R ra R , because P s aq P PR PÄ Äw x w x w xand RrP ( k A , A , . . . , A . Let k s k A , 1rA and R s R 1rA .1 2 d 1 1 1
Ä Äw 4Let Y s X rA , B s A rA , and W s VrA . Then R s k Y ,i i 1 j j 1 1 j 1F jF m
 4 xB , W . Becausej 2 F jF d
d
2Äa R s Y , Y , . . . , Y ? Y , Y , . . . , Y , W q W y B Y y YŽ . Ž . Ý1 2 m 1 2 m j j 1ž /js2
 4  4and because the elements Y , B , and W are algebraicallyi 1F iF m j 2 F jF d
Ä 2 dindependent over k, substituting Y with W y Ý B Y , we get the1 js2 j j
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identification
Ä  4Y , B , W 4R i j2FiFm 2FjFdÄ( k .2Ä W , Y , . . . , Y ? W , Y , . . . , YŽ .a R 2 m 2 m
Ä 2w 4  4 x Ž . ŽWe put T s k Y , B , W r W , Y , . . . , Y ? W, Y ,i 2 F i F m j 2 F j F d 2 m 2
Ä Ä.. . . , Y . Then the ideal PRra R corresponds, via the preceding identifica-m
Ž .T Ž .tion, the prime ideal p s W, Y , . . . , Y in T. Therefore l R rp R2 m P PR P
Ž . Ž .s l T s m q 2. Thus e S s m q 2 and S is a Cohen]Macaulayp qTp
ring.
Assume ¤ 2 g q J and write ¤ 2 s Ýd a y with y g J. Then we havejs1 j j j
Ž . d dx y y g a , a , . . . , a S, because Ý a x s Ý a y and the se-d d 1 2 dy1 js1 j j js1 j j
Ž .quence a , a , . . . , a is S-regular. Hence X g A , A , . . . , A R q VR1 2 d d 1 2 d
q a. This is impossible, because the ideal a is generated by homogeneous
elements of degree 2. Thus ¤ 2 f q J and I 2 / QI.
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .3 Note m s Qm. We have r B s r BrQ s m mrQ s m q 1.B
Ž . Ž . Ž .That e B s e B s m q 2 follows from Claim 9.6 .M Q
Ž . Ž Ž ..4 The second assertion follows from the first cf. Proposition 2.7 .
Ž .To see the first one, it suffices by Proposition 9.1 to show the following
Ž .claim. Note that the ring G I cannot be Cohen]Macaulay, because
2 Ž Ž .Ž ..I / QI cf. Lemma 2.5 2 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .CLAIM 9.7 . 1 a , . . . , a , . . . , a S l J s a , . . . , a , . . . , a J forÏ Ï1 i d 1 i d
all 1 F i F d.
Ž . Ž 2 2 2 . n Ž 2 2 2 . ny22 a , a , . . . , a S l J s a , a , . . . , a J for all 3 F n F d q 1.1 2 d 1 2 d
Ž . Ž .Proof of Claim 9.7 . 1 We may assume i s d. Let q9 s
Ž . 2 w Ž 2 .x 2a , a , . . . , a S. Then q9 l J s q9J q q9 l a J q ¤ because J1 2 dy1 d
Ž 2 . w Ž 2 .x 2s q J q ¤ . Choose w g q9 l a J q ¤ and write w s a r q ¤ jd d
2 d Ž .with r g J and j g S. Then because ¤ j s Ý a x j ’ a x j mod q9,js1 j j d d
Ž .we have a r q x j ’ 0 mod q9. Hence r q x j g q9 so that x j g J.d d d d
Ž . mTherefore j g M s J q x , x , . . . , x . Write j s h q Ý x j with h1 2 m is1 i i
g J and j g S. Then we have r q x h g q9 because w s a r q ¤ 2j si d d
2 dy1 Ž . Ž .a r q ¤ h s Ý a x h q a r q x h ’ 0 mod q9. Consequently, wd js1 j j d d
dy1 Ž . Ž . w Ž 2 .xs Ý a x h q a r q x h g q9J as h g J. Thus q9 l a J q ¤js1 j j d d d
: q9J so that q9 l J 2 s q9J.
Ž . Ž 2 2 2 .2 We may assume d G 2. Let L s a , a , . . . , a S. First, consider1 2 d
the case n s d q 1. Assume L l J dq1 / LJ dy1 and choose a homoge-
neous element w g L l J dq1 so that w f LJ dy1. We put p s deg w. Note
w dq1 x d 2p G d q 1 as 0 / w g J . Let us write w s Ý a w with w g S .p is1 i i i py2
d dy1 Ž 2 .Then if p G d q 2, we have w g S : M s q M note M s q Mi py2
whence w g Lq dy1 : LJ dy1. This is absurd and so p s d q 1. Recall
J 3 s q J 2 and J 2 s q J q ¤ 2S. Then J dq1 s q dy1J 2 s q dJ q q dy1¤ 2
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dq1 dy1 d d Ž . 2whence J s LJ q Ł a ? J q Ý a ??? a ??? a ¤ S. We writeÏis1 i is1 1 i d
d d
2w s j q a ? r q c ? a ??? a ??? a ¤Ž .ÏŁ Ýi i 1 i d
is1 is1
w dy1 x 2 dwith j g LJ , r g J , and c g k. Then because ¤ s Ý a x , wedq1 1 i js1 j j
d Ž d . dhave Ł a ? r q Ý c x ’ 0 mod L. Hence r q Ý c x g q sois1 i js1 j j js1 j j
that Ýd c x g J. As c g k by our choice, this forces c s 0 for alljs1 j j j j
1 F j F d so that r g q. Thus w s j q Ł d a ? r g LJ dy1. This is ais1 i
Ž .required contradiction. We have the equality in assertion 2 for the case
Ž .where n s d q 1. In particular assertion 2 is true if d s 2.
Ž .Now assume d G 3 and our assertion 2 holds true for d y 1. Let
w g L l J n. We will show w g LJ ny2. By the previous consideration we
may assume 3 F n F d. Let S s Sra S and let z denote for each z g S,d
Ž .the reduction of z mod a S. We put J s a , a , . . . , a , ¤ S. Notice thatd 1 2 dy1
Ž .S is exactly the same ring as that is given in Example 9.5 for the data
2 2Žm G d y 1 G 1. In addition, because 3 F n F d and w g a , a ,1 2
2 n.. . . , a S l J , we see from the hypothesis of induction on d thatdy1
Ž 2 2 2 . ny2 n Ž .w g a , a , . . . , a J q a S l J . On the other hand, by 1 the1 2 dy1 d
Ž . Ž Ž .Ž . wsequence a t, a t, . . . , a t is G I -regular cf. Claim 9.2 1 and VV,2 3 d
Ž .x. Ž . p py12.7 . Therefore a t is G I -regular so that a B l I s a I for alld d d
p g Z. Hence a S l J p s a J py1 for all p g Z and we get w gd d
Ž 2 2 2 . ny2 ny1a , a , . . . , a J q a J . Let us write w s r q a j with r g1 2 dy1 d d
Ž 2 2 2 . ny2 ny1a , a , . . . , a J and j g J . Then a j g L and we have a j s1 2 dy1 d d
Ý d a2j for some j g S. Therefore because j y a j gjs 1 j j j d d
2 2 2 2 2 2 ny1Ž . Ž .a , a , . . . , a S, we see j g a , a , . . . , a S l J with 2 F n y 11 2 dy1 1 2 dy1
F d y 1. Consequently, from the hypothesis of induction on d if n G 4
2 2 2 ny3Ž .and obviously in the case where n s 3, we get j g a , a , . . . , a J1 2 dy1
Ž 2 2 2 . ny3 ny2 ny2so that j g a , a , . . . , a J q a J . Thus w s r q a j g LJ .1 2 dy1 d d
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž .5 and 6 . The equality I G I s 1 follows from Proposition 5.8 4 ,
Ž 2 . Ž 2 2 .because l J rqS s 1 note J s q q ¤ S . Also if d s 1, from Theo-S
Ž . 0 Ž Ž .. w 0 Ž Ž ..xrem 4.9 it follows H G I s H G I . Assume d G 2. Then theM M 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..ring R I is Buchsbaum by 4 and Corollary 5.11 . We get I R I s
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .I G I by Theorem 5.2 . That depth R I s d follows from Lemma
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2.5 3 , because depth G I s d y 1 by 4 . Also by Theorem 5.2 4 we
dy1Ž Ž .. d Ž Ž ..Ž . d Ž Ž .. w d Ž Ž ..xhave H G I ( H R I 1 . As H R I s H R I byM M M M 2yd
Ž .Ž . dy1Ž Ž .. w dy1Ž Ž ..xTheorem 5.2 3 , we get H G I s H G I .M M 1yd
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .7 This follows from 4 and Corollary 8.6 3 .
Ž .It should be mentioned here that Example 9.5 provides the main
w xconjecture of T. Korb and Y. Nakamura KN with a counterexample.
Ž . Ž .They asked if the ring R I is Cohen]Macaulay, once Proj R I is
Ž Ž ..Cohen]Macaulay and a R I - 0 for all i g Z. Take d G 3 in Examplei
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Ž . Ž . Ž .9.5 and then our ring R I is not a Cohen]Macaulay ring. But Proj R I
Ž Ž ..is certainly a Cohen]Macaulay scheme and a R I - 0 for all i g Z byi
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Example 9.5 6 . Let m s d and we get by Example 9.5 3 r B s d q 1.
Ž . Ž .Hence the assumption that r A F d is not superfluous in Corollaries 3.7
Ž .and 3.8 .
Ž . w xEXAMPLE 9.8 . Let R s k X, Y, Z, V, S, T , A, B be the polynomial
Ž . Ž . Ž 2ring in eight variables. Let a s X, Y, S, T ? X, Y, S, T , Z, V q V y
2 .AX y BY, Z y AS y BT , ZV y AY and let x, y, z, . . . , a, b denote the
reductions of X, Y, Z, . . . , A, B mod a , respectively. We put L s Rra,
Ž . Ž .M s L , J s a, b, x, z, ¤ L, and q s a, b L. Let C s L , m s ML ,q M M
I s JL , and Q s q L . Let M be the unique graded maximal ideal inM M
Ž .R I . Then the following assertions hold true.
Ž . Ž .1 The local ring C, m is Cohen]Macaulay and dim C s 2.
Ž . 2 3 2 22 m s Qm , I s QI , and m I s mQ. But I / QI.
ÄŽ .3 I s I q yC and y f I.
Ä 2 2 ÄŽ .4 II s I and I / QI.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..5 The ring G I is Buchsbaum and I G I s 3. We have
Žw 0 Ž Ž ..x . Žw 1 Ž Ž ..x . Žw 1 Ž Ž ..x .l H G I s l H G I s l H G I s 1.M 0 M y1 M 1C C C
Ž . Ž . Ž .6 depth S I s depth R I s 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 and 2 . Let : P s X, Y, Z, V, S, T R. Then dim L s 2 be-
2'cause P s a . From the equality M s q M we see MJ s Mq and a, b is
Ž .a homogeneous system of parameters for L. We have l Lrq s 7 asL
w x Ž .2Lrq ( k X, Y, Z, V, S, T r X, Y, Z, V, S, T . To see the ring L is Co-
hen]Macaulay, it suffices to check
Ž . Ž .CLAIM 9.9 . e L s 7.q
'Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of Claim 9.9 . We have e L s l R ra R because P s aq P PR PÄ Äw x w x w xand RrP ( k A, B . Let k s k A, 1rA and R s R 1rA . We put X s1
Ä ÄwXrA, Y s YrA, . . . , T s TrA, and B s BrA. Then R s k X , Y ,1 1 1 1 1
xZ , V , S , T , B . Hence1 1 1 1 1
Ä 2 2a R s X q B Y y V , S q B T y Z , Y y Z VŽ .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
q V 2 , Z V , Z 2 , T ? Z , V , T .Ž .Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 Ž . 2Substitute X , Y , and S by V y B Z V , Z V , Z y B T , respectively.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
In addition, we get the identification
ÄR
2 2 2 2 2 3 3Äw x( k Z , V , T , B r Z V , Z V , V T , Z V T , Z T , T , T Z , T V , Z , V .Ž .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Äa R
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Ä ÄLet U denote the ring of the right-hand side. Then the ideal PRra R
Ž .corresponds, via the identification, to the prime ideal p s Z , V , T U in1 1 1
Ž .U. Additionally, a direct counting of monomials shows l R ra R sP PR P
Ž . Ž .l U s 7 so that we have e L s 7.p qUp
Ž .Hence the local ring C, m is Cohen]Macaulay and dim C s 2. We
2 Ž .2 Ž .2 Ž . Ž .3have J s q J q x, z, ¤ , x, z, ¤ s as q bt, ay, ax q by , and x, z, ¤
Ž . 3 2 2s 0 . Hence J s q J . As y f J we get ay f q J, so that J / q J.
Ž . Ž . 2 Ž . 23 and 4 . We have y g J : J, because yJ s ay, by and by s ¤ y
2 Ä ÄŽ . Žax g J . Hence y g I. The next claim shows l mrI G 2 recall thatC
2 .m : Q .
ÄŽ .CLAIM 9.10 . Let a , b g k with a s q b t g I. Then a s b s 0.
Ž . l Ž . lq1Proof of Claim 9.10 . Choose l G 1 so that J ? a s q b t : J .
l Ž . l Ž . Ž . lq1Then A ? aS q b T , B ? aS q b T g A, B, X, Z, V q a. Substi-
l Ž lq1 2 . w xtute X, Y, Z, V, S, and B by 0 and we get b A T g A , T k A, T .
Hence b s 0. Similarly, substituting X, Y, Z, V, T , and A by 0, we see
l Ž lq1 2 . w xaB S g B , S k B, S whence a s 0 too.
ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . ŽNotice that l mrQ s 6 and l IrQ s 3, while l IrI G 1 be-C C C
Ä Ä. Ž . Ž . Ž .cause y f I and l mrI G 2 by Claim 9.10 . Then we have l IrI s 1C C
Ä 2 2 Ä 2Ž .so that I s I q yC. As yJ : J we see J ? J q yL s J . Hence II s I .
2 Ä 2 ÄAssume I s QI. Then z s as q bt g QI. We write as q bt s as9 q bt9
Ä Ä Žwith s9, t9 g I. Then s y s9 g bC so that s g I, which is impossible cf.
2 ÄŽ ..Claim 9.10 . Hence I / QI.
Ž .5 We will show
2 2 3 2 2 ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .CLAIM 9.11 . a , b C l I s a , b I.
Ž . 3 2 w Ž .xProof of Claim 9.11 . We have J s q J s q q J q as q bt, ay, by
Ž 2 2 . 3 Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 2 .as ax g q J. Hence, a , b L l J s a , b J q a y, b y L q a , b L
w Ž 2 2 . x Ž 2 2 . w Ž 2l abJ q a s q abt, aby, abs q b t L . Let w g a , b L l abJ q a s
2 . x Ž 2 .q abt, aby, abs q b t L and write w s abj q a s q abt a q abyb q
Ž 2 . Žabs q b t g with j g J and a , b , g g L. Then w s ab j q ta q yb q
. Ž 2 2 .sg q a ? sa q b ? tg . Let j s j q ta q yb q sg and we have abj g
Ž 2 2 . Ž .a , b L. Hence j g a, b L so that ta q sg g J q yL. Therefore be-
Ä 2Ž .cause ta q sg g I, by Claim 9.10 we see a , g g M. Hence sa , tg g M
2 2 Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 2 .: J and so we get a ? sa q b ? tg g a , b J. Because abj g a , b J
Ž Ž . . Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 2 .recall j g a, b L , this shows w g a , b J so that we have a , b L l
3 Ž 2 2 .J s a , b J as wanted.
Ž . Ž . Ž .By Theorem 7.6 and Claim 9.11 the ring G I is Buchsbaum and
2 2 Ä 2 ÄŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž . ŽI G I s l I rQI . Note that l I rQI s 1, because I s QI q asC C
2 2 Ä. Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .q bt C. In addition, we see I G I s 3 because l I rQI s l I rQIC C
Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .q 2 l IrI use the isomorphism IrI [ IrI ( QIrQI . On the otherC
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ÄŽ . Ž . Ž .hand, by Lemma 7.3 and Claim 9.11 the ring G I is Buchsbaum with&
n nÄŽ . Ž Ž .Ž ..depth G I G 1 note that I s I for n G 2; cf. Lemma 7.5 2 , so that
Ä 2 Ä 1 ÄŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..I G I s l I rQI s 1 by Proposition 5.8 4 . Because H G I (MC
2 Ä ÄŽ Ž ..Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž Ž . .H R I 1 by Theorem 5.2 4 recall depth R I G 2 , we haveM
1 Ä 1 Ä 1Ž Ž .. w Ž Ž ..x Ž .Ž . ŽwH G I s H G I by Theorem 5.2 3 . Hence l HM M y1 MC
Ä 1Ž Ž ..x . Ž .Ž . Žw Ž Ž ..x .G I s 1. Therefore by Corollary 5.6 2 l H G I s 1y1 M y1C
1 Ä 0Žw Ž Ž ..x . Ž . Ž Ž ..and l H G I s l IrI s 1 as well. Because H G I sM 1 MC C
w 0 Ž Ž ..x 1 Ž Ž .. w 1 Ž Ž ..x w 1 Ž Ž ..xH G I and H G I s H G I q H G I by Theo-M 0 M M y1 M 1
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž .. Žw 0 Ž Ž ..x .rem 5.2 1 , from the equality I G I s 3 we see l H G I s 3M 0C
Ž Žw 1 Ž Ž ..x . Žw 1 Ž Ž ..x .. Ž .y l H G I q l H G I s 1. This proves assertion 5 .M y1 M 1C C
Ž . Ž . Ž .6 See Corollary 2.6 and Proposition 2.7 .
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